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The Heckscher Building

New York City

WARREN & WETMORE

Architects

Architecture-'Today and 'Tomorrow

THE great buildings ot today, designed in masses which rear rugged, mount-
ing profiles into the sky, foretell even greater and more massive structures

for the next half century. Always a close co-ordination of architecture and en-
gineering, of design and construction, the architecture of the future will
find architect and engineer working ever more closely together. '

Certainly modern invention -modern engineering ski lland organization,
will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.
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Outstanding!
An achievement of recent months in Cincinnati, involving
the most popular phase of modern financing, is the re-
markably successful customer ownership campaign of this
Company. Aside from any interest in the methods em-
ployed in getting a selling message to thousands of people
who are customarily non-investors, there is a picture of
real accomplishment in the spreading of the doctrine of
sound investment as a profitable substitute ·for the popular
tendency to speculate.

Behind it all is the though t of fundamen tally sound financial
procedure from the standpoint of the Community. Capital
used for the expansion of services supplying heat, light
and power is capital active in the fostering of industry, and. .

consequent prosperity, on a magnificent scale.

Sharing in the assured earnings of their own gas and electric
company, many small investors are benefited directly. But
in facilitating the growth of the Community and in speeding
up the wheels of industry through the judicious selection
of investments, these thrifty people do for the· City an
infinitely larger and more important thing.

"Series.A" of this 6.6 %, tax-free stock is now nearly sold
out-an indication of the consistent favor in which the
Companys offer has been received.

The· Union Gas & Electric Co.
Devoted Continuously to Good Public Service
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If father did the washing
,".. ;.

just once! .
If every father did the family washing
next Monday there would be an electric
'Washing machine in every horne before
next Saturday night.

For fathers are used to figuring costs.
They'd say: "The electricity for a week's
'Washing costs less than a cake of soap.
Human time and strength are too prec-
ious for work which a machine can' do so
cheaply and well."

You will live in a new age-
an electrical age. Heavy tasks
will be shifted from human
shoulders to electric motors.
Remember the letters "G·E".
They are a symbolof service-
the initials of a friend.

If you. are interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.
AR391 containing a complete
set of these advertisements.
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THE ARCHWAY
B.A. BATSON

...THE opening of the Dormitory marks an era ning they may be imbued with the Varsity spirit,
in the development of the University. N oth- catching a glimpse of a greater Var sity, and a
ing done in recent years w ill help so much to greater service. So will a more loyal student body

stimulate campus life and to create a love for our be born.
Alma Mater. Perhaps the designer had this in To those students who make the Dormitory their
mind during the planning of the entrance to the University home, the entrance will corne to mean
Dormitory; perhaps he more than a graceful
felt the symbolism he treatment of brick and
portrayed. Certainly, ' terra cotta. It leads into
the picture framed in the the inner court and the
portal cannot but add to entrances of the various
the beholder's sense of wings, but it leads to far
pride in his college, nor more than this; when
fail to impress a truer one passes through this
meaning of the aims and archway, one enters
responsibilities of higher more than a mere build-
education. ing; one enters a new
In the center of the phase of campus life. It

scene, the ivy-clad walls is the entrance to a
of Van Wormer rise happy comaradarie to a
above the trees; a little life of midnight sessions
nearer, and a hollow with Calc and Slider
half-conceals the tennis Rules and Steam, inter-
courts which lie before spersed with sessions of
the "Y" Hut. J list to less scientific nature. It
the right is the Woman's leads to the nightly trek
building, resting half- to '''the corner" for the
way up the pleasantest indispensable " dime's
slope on the campus, and worth - of choc'lit"; to
partially hiding the mass Navy pants and lavatory
of McMicken behind it. ~ .~_, -- 1 r-4 ..""':. ' laundries; to ownership,
As we step nearer for a better look, the view broad- perhaps, of an asthmatic flivver.
ens to include the technical group and a glimpse of And through it all courses the new flood of school
the Stadium on one hand, and on the other a wind- spirit. There are paddling parties out in front, and
ing road, a hillside path, and the beginnings of the song-sessions on the slops under the trees, where
Law school. At one glance there are seen the sym- banjos or "ukes" try vainly to add melody to
boIs of the academic, athletic, and social phases of I th 1 d th ' ti hea er- unge en usiasm, or pep-mee Ings were
college life, blended into a scene of surpassing V . 'I d f h I f ld
b
' ar sity songs are mutt ate or t e gory 0 0

eauty.
Th h

tv nifi th tr . t thi U. C. This, then, is the symbolism of the entrancee arc way ypl es e en ance In 0 IS new .
and broader college life. It is indeed fortunate that arch: a new and true atmosphere of college Iife, a
the great majority of students who reside in the closed student fellowship, and a clearer vision of
Dormitory will be freshmen, that from the begin- college purpose. ~
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The
Seal of
Approval

In ages past, when the king raised the
knight who knelt before him and
placed about his neck a ribbon bearing
the royal seal engraved upon gold or

precious stone, the monarch intended that the gift
should be a token to everyone that the knight had
given valuable service and that similar conduct
might be expected in the future.

Today, society has become more complex and we
have not only individual merit to acknowledge, but
we must encourage groups of men, typified by the
college and university, in their endeavor to 'advance
the welfare of mankind. We see the University of
Cincinnati, along with the other educational institu-
tions of the country, serving the nation and the com-
munity by building in our young people that sturdi-
ness of character of which intellectual keenness,
spiritual soundness, and physical fitness are compo-
nent parts.

Now in Am er.ca, the people take the place of the
king of old. Therefore, it is fitting that individuals,
wh.i are representatives of the great public at large,
should present g~.fts to our d eserv.rig colle ;-es and
un.ver sit ies as symbols of esteem and that these
gjts should porit to continuance of excellent per-
formance in the future.

N or has the University of Cincinnati suffered
frorn the lack of public approval. To the stranrcr
upon our campus, the well planned Leather Re-
search Laboratory, the new dormitories, the Taft
Law Building, and the Nippert Stadium have the
same effect as the king's gift had upon those who
observed the knight of long ago. Subconsciously,

perhaps, the stranger's mind will tell him that these
buildings were not the work of a magician's wand,
but the result of proven worth in the past and of
demonstrated need in the future. And he will pos-
sibly note that, with the Law College and the
Leather Research Laboratory upon the campus and
with the stadium and dormitories offering a life of
richer student activity, the University of Cincinnati
faces the dawn of a n ew day of service to her stu-
dents, the community, and the Nation.

A New'
Geology
Course

Usually, when one thinks of a labora-
tory for the study of a science, one
thinks of a room filled with apparatus.

The ideal laboratory for the study of
geology, however, is often something entirely dif-
ferent. It may Le a tract of country covering sev-
eral square miles.

Such a laLcratory was used in the new course in
geology fer general engineering students during the
past summer. As an article published in this issue
will show, the cxper.rnent was a complete success
from every point of view. The amount of subject
matter covered sat.sfactor ily in the br.ef space of
time is surprising. Two important systems of geo-
logic time were studied, the Mississippian and the
Pennsylvanian, or coal measures. Within these
'two systems about twelve formations were mapped.
The field illustrated most of the principles studied
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in geology, and offered abundant material for the to do more unto others than you would expect them
study of the economic phases of the subject. to do unto you.

It has been said that to learn a language, one Engineering is the background upon which the
must go and live where that language is used. Evi- picture of our social order is superimposed. We
dently this statement applies equally to the Ian- should therefore, help to make this painting of life
guage in which the history of the earth is written. a master-piece in the eyes of the higher powers.

-Clarence L. Wasmer.

The Well, here we are, a few weeks past
Engi- registration day and probably wonder-
neering ing whether we have chosen the pro- Club To one who knew. the Co~ol? Club and
Profession fession that we are best suited for. Energ~, the student technical societies of four

, Potential or or five years ago, the present clubs,
It might be medicine, law, or the Kinetic? are a mere semblance of their former

clergy that we are interested in; it therefore be- selves. With possibly one or two ex-
hooves us to know that engineering covers a part of ceptions, they have lost the position of importance
the major professions, and that we may practice our which they once occupied in the college.
selected line by specializing in our second choice. All f h I b ff d .a t ese c u s 0 er a vantages that their
The medical profession deals with healing the members cannot afford to neglect. The Co-op Club

sick and preventing disease. The most elaborate in- might be and has been the medium through which
struments and machines are necessary for modern the student body as an assembly could exercise its
practice of medicine. This machinery is mechani- right of student government within the College. The
cally made, and much of it is electrically operated. various technical Clubs are the only organizations
The engineer plays a big part in designing this in school, outside the fraternities in which barely
equipment; he plans it as though he were designing' fifty per cent of the Engineers are represented,
a special production machine for some factory; the which can bring the freshmen and sophomores in
difference being that a factory hand operates the contact with the upper classmen, and thus develop
production machine and a professional man uses the that "esprit de corps" and feeling of fellowship that
hospital instruments. Medical scientists and engi- makes a university an institution rather than a
neers are constantly collaborating in order to pro- workshop. The strongest criticism against engi-
mote the science of medicine. neers is that they are not mixers, socially or intel-

.. . lectually. Our clubs can and should be offering an
Every CIty IS suffer ing for .the lack. of funds, due education in this line, but whether they do or not

to obsolete tax laws and the Increase In cost of rna- depends upon our own initiative.
terials. A time is soon to come when the lawyer- . .
operated cities will be looking for men trained along The genera~ decline o.f these clubs m the last few
en ineerin lines to bring them out of their chaotic years rna?, be Justly attributed to the lack of support
g .. g the few In charge have had from the other upper

condition. classmen in making the meetings sufficiently inter-
The running of a government is just like superin- esting to bring the lower classmen out. With the

tending a large factory. The business is there, and high-frequency schedule that most of us are carry-
it is up to the Superintendent to make the plant ing, it is unjust to expect one or two men to do all
operate. No other man is better equipped than an the work necessary to make such a club a success.
engineer to operate such a large institution. There The senior class of each department ~s a whole
is no limit as to the advancement of the engineer in should be the leading element of its own club, if
governmental affairs, from the city, to the county, only for the sake of keeping it alive until a better
to the state and to the federal government. It is class came along to make a worthwhile organization
true that in order to manage a city or state one must of it.
know the e~i~ting :a:vs, ?ut the f~nda~ental ~r~in- The Tribunal is taking this opportunity of appeal--
ing for a CIVICposItIon IS an ~n~lneerIng trammg, ing to the various senior classes to act as a whole
then the secondary or legal trarrung. and give their respective departments a club of
To lead men in the capacity of a clergyman is a which they may be proud. In such a type of organ i-

sacred duty. To build safe machinery, fireproof zation one gets benefit out of it in proportion to the
buildings, strong bridges, good roads, implements effort he puts into it. When you elected your class-
of peace, and implements to protect people and pre- mates to be officers for the corning year you as-
serve peace is also a sacred duty. sumed responsibility for giving them your moral
The engineer plays a part in all the major profes- sup.port. U the c.lubs are to. s~~vive and to take

sions and yet he is the only professional man who their proper p~ace III ~chool activities they must also
is called upon to guarantee results. have your active assistance.

The code of ethics of the engineer is not tradition- -W. A. Hallett,
ally bound) but there is a general trend in its circle President Engineering Tribunal.
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The James Gamble Nippert' Memorial Stadium
The completion of the J ames Gamble Nippert tion has aided in every way. Mr. Montgomer-y, the

Stadium at this time has been made possible by the engineer on the job is a U. C. graduate and naturally
gift of $125,000 from Jimmy's grandfather, Mr. has more than a professional interest in the work.
James N. Gamble. Mr. Gamble's generous gift Garber and Woodward are the architects.
covers, among other things, the cost of all exterior The portion of the west side of the stadium not
work and in ter ior partition work for team rooms, required for the use of the Athletic Department
offices, and dispensaries. Members of the student wi ll be used for shops and garages. The corres-
body have been permitted, however, to contribute to ponding space under the east stands will be used
a fund which will apply toward paying for a me- temporarily with the resource survey being con-
morial plaque to be placed at the south end of the ducted under the direction of Dean Schneider, but
stadium. will ultimately revert to the Athletic Department.

Although no definite time limit has been set for Electric supply lines have been laid to supply the
the completion of the work, every effort is being stadium, dormitory, and gymnasium.
made by the contractors to have the exterior work The stadium will be dedicated on Saturday, N 0-
completed before the dedication date. The archi- vember 8, 1924, when Varsity plays Oberlin. The
tect has been asked to furnish an estimate of what it date has been designated as "Civic Day" and the
will cost to complete the two dispensaries, but with entire citizenship of Cincinnati is expected to join
this exception, the completion of the interior will with the students in making this the biggest foot-
not be possible at this time. It was expressly stipu- ball day in the history of Cincinnati.
lated by Mr. Gamble when making his gift that the In addition to the physical expansiion which
completed stadium should contain two dispensaries Jimmy Nippert's love for his Alma Mater has, indi-
equipped to give immediate attention to injured rectly, brought about, his example seems to have
athletes. inaugurated a new era in Varsity spirit. To every

The stadium when fullly completed and equipped student, the stadium stands as a constant reminder
will contain three team rooms and also offices for that many of their friends each year risk injury for
the Director of Athletics and the coaches. There the sake of U. C. He is a spiritless person indeed
will be no underground connection between the sta- who can now feel indifferent or apathetic toward
dium and the gyn1nasium. The three team rooms athletic affairs.
will be used by the varsity squad, visiting squad, With these thoughts, there is inseparably con-
and freshman squad, respectively. nected a realization of the richness and value of col-

The m ernor ial plaque will consist of a rock of lege life outside the classroom. And the honest
Bedford stone about fourteen feet high on the face student will admit that these things are all within
of which will be carved a football. player. his reach, demanding only that he be energetic and

Work on the exterior of the stadium has been ex- unselfish.
pedited by the efforts of the contractor to have If Jimmy's sacrifice and Mr. Gamble's gift operate
everything in readiness for .the dedication date. Mr. to produce more of this atmosphere, the University
Hackman, superintendent for the Roche Construe- will. have received a gift immeasurably valuable.
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The Evolution of an Athletic Field
, In the view shown oboue, takrti soon after the completion of the gy1nnas'iurrnJ may be seen the old. west bleachers which

form so striking a contrast to the fine new stculiam. soon to be dedicated.

About nine o'clock on an October morning seven- A closer examination, however, showed the pos-
teen years ag o. a visi tor to the University of Cin- sibilrties of this spot for the making of a real ath-
cinnati found McMicken Hall entirely barren of letic field, and vindicated the judgment and vision
students and faculty. After searching up and do wn of Dr. Arch Carson and others wh o ha-l set apart
the silent corridors, he finally came upon a faithful the ground for this purpose in 1895. The natural
janitor and custodian, who offered the brief but amphitheater was-clear ly outlined and playing space
sufficient explanation: "Flag Rush." could evidently be made "\vithin the enclosure.
Taking the dir cction ponited out by the janitor, '

the visitor proceeded eastward through a tangle of The Transformation I

weeds to the brow of a hill overlooking a deep gully. ....
On the hiIiside and in the ravine he found the an- Gradually, bo th in ou tl in e and In details, the field
swer to his question "Where are all the students began to realize the vision of its builders. The
and professors?" , construction of a new gymnasium on the south, a

The Arena new power plant .on the .north and c: running tr~ck
all around gave It defirrite bou nd aries. Following

In a swampy part of. the gully he saw a pole sur- especially swampy conditions at the Miami game
mounted by a flag whIch bore the numerals of the one year, agitation was started for crowning the
freshm~n, cla~s. ~hemen o~ that class almost un- field to improve the drainage. This was done in
:ecognlzable In th~Ir mu?-stalned and ~attered cloth- part with earth excavated from the bed of the old
In~ were massed In a CIrcular formation ab?ut th.e Miami and Erie canal when the Rapid Transit
pole., ready to ~eet an onset from any p.ossIble di- project was started. Then in 1916 the small tier of
rec.tIon. On their shoul?ers stood a special defe?se wooden bleachers on the hillside was replaced by
urut to repel the vau lting attacks of wa!l-s~ahng the beginning of a stadium, nine units of which were
~ophomor~s. These. attacks h,ad bee.n contlnuln~ at constructed on the facing hillsides. A continuation
Irreg~lar Intervals SInce SIX 0 clock In .the mor~Ing, was made in 1920 by the Athletic Council through
and.IIf

f
the ~aghwerfe not captfured

th
, mIgh~ dconftIntuhe the building of two additional sections on.the west

unti our In tea ternoon- or e perlo 0 e . .. 21 fi d .
rush this year had been humanely reduced from the Side. Three more uruts .fol.lowed in 19 , nance 111

usual twenty-four hours to ten hours. As an arena p~rt by student subscr iptions. The ~tructure w~s
for a mud contest, the spot was ideally chosen. The stl1! far from complete, however, and its final r eali-
visitor learned that the site was called by courtesy zatron seemed .very remote a year ago. Then c~me
the "athletic field," though. not a blade of grass the generous gift of Mr. James N. Gamble, descnbed
could be seen on its barren expanse, and the biddle on the preceding page. Out of a mud-covered arena
of the. gully, showing the effects of recent r.ains, has been developed an athletic field tha.t rna? well
bore a striking resemblance to the surface of Bur- be an object of pride not only for the Univer sity but
net W Gods 'Lake. ' for the city as well. . ,
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Top ro'to-McLaren (coach), Wickmeyer, Todd (mgr.), .Ottfwbein, Bor emam, Valentiner, Pease, Holle, Olson,
Keller, Blickley, Herman, Sch-mid, Crist, Nimmo, Bowen, Frnalcs, Br eiel, Martin, Sullioan. (trainer).

Center- VanPelt, Kieser, W. Bradford; Smallhoret , Crossett, Clark, G. Bradner, Smith, King, H err enet ein., Gras-
[eder, Howells, Glasgow, Maddux.

Bottom rozo-s-Hosui, Tebbe, Wolf, Cobb, Ivey, R. Bradford, Hummel, McAndrews (capt.), Pease, Birt, Klein,
Lease, Sanger.

McLAREN'S BATTLERS
To the average undergraduate, the fall of the year On the line, ho w ever , the story is rather different.

is much more than a mere division of time,-it is W. Bradford and Lease, both guards, are the only
football season. And to the students at U. C. it is, men on the 1924 team who played regularly last
particularly, the time of year when the Bearcats go year. Pease, whose passing was erratic at times
forth to uphold the honor and traditions of Old Me- last year, has improved remarkably and is now tak-
Micken athletically as well as the faculty has up- ing care of the center position very capably .

.held its scholastic ideals. A kl H 11 d H Th f
S it h b 1 th t tac e are owe s ann erman. e ormerorne years 1 as een on y e most unwaver- did li 1 1 . 1 b H . . I· 1 1 1 f th t d t h h b bl 1 a Itt e paYIng ast year, ut erman IS entrre y

Ing ~ oya 0 e, s u en s w 0 . a:re. een a e to new. Howells who played but little last year be-
consider the team s prospects optimistically. Other cause of the efficiency and experience of Perin and
years a team of recognized strength has worked C GI . thi ki hi d . ht. .. . . . asgow, IS IS year ma Ing IS SIze an welgeven the letharg ic Cincinnati-resident students up r 11 t H' rk th Ii h t ib t dt hi h .t h f th . ea y coun . IS wo on e me as con ri u e
°Tah' Ig pI tCh 0 en uStlabsm. f quite largely to the success of R. Bradford's runs

· IS.ye~r ere seems 0 e eve~y reason or genu- around end and off tackle.
me optrm ism. Coach MacLaren IS on hand, and the
backfield material at his command is distinctly good. A pair of medics, Keller and Franks, are handling
'The line, containing only two real veterans, has the end positions. Kelle.r, especially, has shown
shown quite well up to this time, and is almost cer- some really g:eat def.er:slve football. Both, very
tain to improve. fortuna~~ly, WIll be ehglbl~ for two more years .of

Anthony Mac Andrews, fast-running halfback competition. Cla:k Valcn tiner. who suffered a dIS-
and captain of the team, has apparently found a fit- lo~ated shoulder In the first play of the first game,
ting mate, and perhaps even a second Bobby Hines, w ill probably be lost to the team for at least one
in the person of Ray "Chicken" Bradford. In the month of the season.
Georgetown game, -;hich th~ Bearcats won by a All in all, prospects seem very good this year.
3~-2~ scor.e, .Bradford s sensational runs aroun~ t~e The schedule includes a Big Ten team, N orth~est-
Cincinnati right .end paved th~ way for most 0 t e ern University, for the first time in about ten years.
touchd.owns, ~hJ1e hIS d eferi sive work wa~ a large In view of the weight and strength' of this year's
factor III breaking up many of the Kentucktans' for- Northwestern squad the seasoning effect of such a
w~;d pas~,es.. .. . . game on a green team more than compensates for

Dutch Bauer, after a dlsapp01!ltlllg start ~n the a 42 to 0 drubbing. It makes veterans out of the
Wesleyan ga.me, .c~me through ~Ith a fine d~splay Varsity recruits. Dayton University, this year
of power. HIS abil ity to stay on hIS feet, and SImply quite poerful, will make its local debute on Carson
overpower would-be tacklers was especially notree- Filed; and among the five Conference games listed
able. '. . . are included the traditional rivals of the Red and
· These three men are qurte secure III the ir pOS.I- Black,-Denison and Miami, against all of which

L:)Us. The work o~ ~he quarterback, however, IS the U. C. players may be depended upon to give a
.still pretty evenly divided between two men, Brad- good account of themselves.
ner and Glasgow. Bradner has excelled as safety
'man, but Glasgow had the advantage of experience And it surely indicates a healthy spirit on the
in -the matter of calling signals. Two other men, campus when students-s-not a few-but many, pre-
Birt and Wolf, are ready and able to fake care of diet that as long as Coach Maclaren stays with Cin-
this position, -if need be. cinnati, the day of Miami's superiority is past.
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A GEOLOGICAL ADVENTURE
By A. J. WILDMAN, Ch. E., '26

Tar Springs Sandstone Black Shale Ste. Genevieve Limestone
Down Throw Block

Fault No.3, Princeton Quadrangle, Kentucky
(Strike N 55° W, Dip About 77 degrees, Throw About 700 feet)

"Westward Ho," might well have been the watch- geologists were able to assimilate theory between
word of a small group of junior students in General hikes over the country side undertaken for the pur-
Engineering, the first section of which left Cincin- pose of mapping the rock formations.
nati on the las~ day of May, ~924, to study the geo.1- Opportunities for Geological Investigation
ogy of a portion of the Pr inceto n Quadrangle In . . . Iovi 1
Western Kentucky. The field trip upon which they And. such opportu~l1tles for mappmg g:o og1~a
had embarked had all of the elements of real ex- Iorrnations l The Princeton Quad.rangle, m w hich
ploration: for they knew little of the country in Black Sulphur Camp was located, 1S.a part of Cald-
which they were to operate and they could obtain well Co~nty, Kentu.cky. The p~yslO~r.aphy of the
scant information as to what they might expect. country 1Scharactenzed by low hil ls d1v1.ded?y ~ell

watered valleys and lowlands abou nd ing In sink
Purpose of the Trip holes. The hills are in many cases downthrow

This element of uncertainty which enveloped the blocks bounded by faults. These blocks, although
students concerned, grew fr~m the fact that the they have dropped down over 800 fee~ in some in-
trip was in the nature of an experiment, the object st~nces, are cC?mposed of hard matenal. and h.ave
of which was to find a suitable locality for such ven- with s'tood erOSI?n better than the less resistant lime
tures in the future, and to determine whether the stone sur rou nd ing them. .
geological knowledge acquired by the student was ~hese faults, rocks and topographic features form,
in proportion to the expense incurred. as rt were, a great natural book from whose pages
I t transpired that Professor Von Schlichten had t~e student of .geology may read o~ the transforn:a-

:selected an ideal place for a camp. The students tro n of steammg sea.s, forgotten 1~ the hot, wi ld
found comfortable quarters arranged for them in a youth. ff the world, into the beautiful valleys and
new cottage on the property of the Princeton Fluor- low hil s of our present day.
spar Company. .. The cottage was built on the General Geology
former location of Black Sulphur School for which But it was a long journey from the ancient sea to
the camp was named. the land of today. The record of the rocks bears
Black Sulphur Camp proved to be ideally situated 'testimony that the land was lifted and lowered, that

for geological study, and each section of the class 'deep sea followed shallow sea, and the limestone
appreciated this long before their allotted three was deposited over sandstone in enormous layers.
weeks had been spent in Kentucky. The center of But the record tells us more than that t. for at some
the Far mersvil le Oil Dome was only some two miles date later that the Pennsylvanian age a great ooze
away and Fault No.3, one of the large faults of the of molten rock forced its way from the bowels of
district, ran right through the camp. the earth and lifted the surface rock into a great
A blackboard was built between two great trees dome, seeping through the cracks in the upper rock,

which grew beside the cottage and the budding but possibly never quite reaching the top. Then the
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A Coal Mine

Above-The Hudson Zin.c Mine
Above Left-A Fluorspar Mine,

Shaft and Waste Rock Pile
Above Right - Typical Topog-

raphy of the Princeton Quad-
rangle A Fluorspar Prospect

intruding rock cooled and shrunk. The sedimentry
rock, lacking support from below, dropped in huge
blocks varying in area from a few acres to many
square miles in extent. The marginal cracks which
border the fallen areas are known as faults, and this
portion of Kentucky is literally checkered with
them.

The Farmersville Oil Dome

Centered within two miles of Black Sulphur
Camp, was the Farmersville Oil Dome. This dome
has the form of an elipse, several .miles in diameter.
An oil well had once been drilled here, but no suc-
cess had attended the venture as only a little oil and
some gas was found. Our work on this dome
seemed to indicate that it had been drained of oil by
faulting. The party made a detailed map of the
dome, and established the presence of a small sec-
ondary dome connected with the larger one. .

But, if oil proved to be absent in this section, a
mineral of great economic value was left by nature
to counter-balance the loss. This mineral is fluor-
spar or calcium fluoride, and it is found in abound-
ance in the numerous fault fissures of the locality.
Fluorspar, however, is not the only mineral found,
for ores of lead, zinc, and barium are associated with
it, usually in small amounts.

Mines and Mining

As the camp was located in a highly mineralized
region, the students were able to study mining
operations as well as geology. They were particu-
larly fortunate in being located upon the property
of a promising prospect mine, and a day's trip in an
.autornobi le enabled them to see mines. producing
fluorspar, coal, and zinc.

Among other mines' visited in this manner were
the Mary Belle Fluorspar Mine of the Kentucky
Fluorspar Company, the Hudson Zinc Mine near

Salem, Kentucky, and several prospects of the Dia-
mond Fluorspar Company. At all of these places
the co-ops were treated with great courtesy and
were given every opportunity of studying the opera-
tions of the mines.

Relation to the Economic Survey

I t can be easily seen, that geological field trips of
the nature of the one described above should be use-
ful instruments for obtaining data for the Economic
Survey which is being conducted by the City of Cin-
cinnati. In the course of such a field trip, a selected
locality is thoroughly covered and mapped by stu-
dents and intimate knowledge of local economic
possibilities is obtained.

The economic relation of the Western Kentucky
fluorspar region to Cincinnati can be appreciated
when it is considered that fluorspar is the principal
mineral from which the active element fluorine is
obtained and that fluorspar is almost indispensable
in the production of basic open-hearth steel, in the
ceramic industries, and in the production of hydro-
fluoric acid. This, coupled with the fact that this
region is the most important source of fluorspar in
the United States, is of particular significance to
Cincinna tie

The Trip a Success

From the standpoint of the students who went to
Kentucky, the trip was a great success. They were
taught the theories of geology and were able to go
immediately into the field and find evidence as to
the truth of these theories written in the rocks.

The students were also able to gain an insight
into the life of an interesting section of the country.
Existence was far from being dull in camp and it
was the opinion of more than one budding engineer
that here was a course that one would do well to
flunk if one were sure of having to repeat it.
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Natives of Old Kentucky
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FACTORY TRANSPORTATION
By J. R. WOODHULL, M. E., '26

One of the most important problems in produc-
tion is that of "conveying," or transporting mate-
rials within a factory. Upon the efficient solution
of this problem, modern production schedules are
based. The necessity for rapid and direct means of
moving materials from one operation to the next
has been present for many years, but not until re-
cently has the conveyor been recognized as the best
means of transportation within the factory walls.

Routing an Essential Factor

Efficient routing is an essential part of produc-
tion engineering. The ideal plant takes in raw ma-
terials at one end and discharges finished products
at the other. Conditions often alter the case some-
what, but, as a general rule, straight line production
is followed as much as possible in modern factories.
The conveyor aids in accomplishing the desired
routing in that it can be made to follow any course,
is economical of floor space, and is cheap in opera-
tion. The assembling of an automobile chassis is
an illustration of straight line production. The
frame is brought in from storage and is conveyed
from one end of the factory to the other. As it
passes down the line, the springs and axles are as-
sembled, the motor is dropped into place, the trans-
mission and the propeller shaft are set in, the radia-
tor and the gasoline tank are added, the chassis is
sprayed with paint and baked, the wheels are put
on, the small accessories are added, and finally, the
body is set on. Besides the main chassis assembly, Fig. 2. Bucket Elevators

~fhe inclined elevator lifts coal [rom the hopper umder
the t.rack to the bunkers in the building) and the

vertical bucket elevator lifts the ashes from
the baeement and discharges them

through the spout into the car.

Undoubtedly the conveyor is the most logical
means of moving these lines, and nearly all auto-
mobile manufacturers recognize this fact. Of course,
the automobile industry is just an example. Prac-
tically every plant operating on a production basis
can profitably use conveyors. The bottling indus-
tries have long made use of them. Big laundries,
hotels, and post offices find that the conveyor satis-
fies their transportation problems. The shoe indus-
try is beginning to feel the need of conveyors to
carry the shoes through the multitude of operations
leading up to the finished product. Industries which
require baking operations find that the conveyor is
particularly well adapted to moving the parts
through the ovens.

Conveyors are built in types suitable for handling
practically every 'kind of material from coal and
ashes to delicate electrical instruments. Some of
the more common types are the bucket elevator, the
screw conveyor, the belt, the apron, the roller-flight,
the drag scraper, the skip-hoist, the vertical eleva-
tor, the carrousel, the roller gravity, and the gravity
slide. Conveyors using the force of gravity for
their operation are, of course, cheaper than the
power conveyors and are used where the necessary
drop can be obtained. The gravity types are simple

Fig. 1. Roller Gravity Conveyors
The many delivery lines made it possible to load several

cars at once with this famous old beverage.

there are several sub-assembly lines. The units
that go to make up the chassis must first be as-
sembled themselves, so that there is a motor as-
sembly line, a transmission assembly line, and a
body assembly Iine. In a properly designed plant,
the motor assembly line should end at the point

where the motors are dropped into the chassis, and
all other su b-assem bly lines should be similarly
planned.
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in construction and are standardized pretty thor- sprockets at the other end of the conveyor are
oughly, probably .because they were the first kind mounted on a sliding "take-up" shaft, as in the case
built. The gravity roller is used where slight pitch of the belt conveyor.
is desired for covering long horizontal distances, Th 11 Hi ht . t t d' th. . . e ro er Ig conveyor IS cons rue e In e
and the slides are used for delivering from one floor th t th t thth same way as e apron conveyor, excep a e ma-
to ano er. terial rests on rollers instead of on slats. The ends

of the rollers are connected to chains, and the chains
are driven by sprockets in a manner similar to the
apron conveyor. The force transmitted to the cans
or boxes or wha tever is handled by the rollers is
equal to the bearing friction of the rollers. It is
therefore possible to hold the boxes stationary at
any point while the conveyor is running, the rollers
turning on their axles and passing out from under
the bo.xes. This feature makes the roller flight con-
veyor particularly well-adapted to moving materials
f rorn one operation to the next in plants like those
of the shoe industry, where the shoes have to remain
stationary during the operation.

Drag Scraper and Skip-Hoist
The drag scraper is used for storing and reclaim-

ing coal at large storage piles. The scraper is
pulled by a cable which is driven by winding drums,
usually located as centrally as possible at one edge
of the pile. The storage yard is surrounded by back
posts spaced about twenty feet apart. The cable
runs from the winding drum, through two sheave
wheels attached to two back posts and back to the
winding, drum. The sheave wheels can be attached
to any two back posts, and in this way the entire
yard may be covered, both for storing and for re-
claiming. When it is desired to reclaim the coal,
the scraper drags the coal in to a receiving hopper
located in front of the winding drums.
The skip-hoist is often used' in connection with a

drag scraper for raising the coal from the receiving
hopper to the bunkers. It consists of a car, which'
is pulled up a nearly vertical track by a cable." The
track curves around over the top of the bunkers to

Fig. 3. Vertical Elevator Discharging onto Belt Conveyor
The illustration shows the drive gears and sprockets on a

vertical elevator, and also shows a belt cotvoeuor in
the [or eqroumd, The sack resting on the elevator

carrier fingers is descending and just about to
be taken off by the inclined --

unloading fingers.

The bucket elevator is used for lifting coal, sand,
ice, and other materials, vertically or at steep in-
clina tions. It consists of a string of buckets on an
endless chain running up and down between top
and bottom sprockets. The power is applied to the
upper sprocket through the necessary gearing in
the top or "head" section. The entire elevator is
enclosed, usually by sheet metal, and the material
to be -handled is fed into the buckets by means of a
chute, just as they leave the bottom sprocket. The
buckets travel at a good rate of speed, about 200 to
600 feet a minute, and discharge their contents by
centrifugal force as they swing around the top or
drive sprocket, through the spout in the head
section.

The screw conveyor consists of a trough through
which such materials as grain, sand, and ashes are
forced by means of a screw. It is sometimes used to
feed materials into other conveyors, such as bucket
elevators and belts, when it is difficult to load
directly.

The belt conveyor is capable of handling almost
any material, either in bulk or in packages, and is
used for long horizontal distances. It is limited in
slope by the angle of repose of the material handled,
which is usually less than 20 degrees. The power
is applied at the discharge end of the belt by a drive
pulley. The pulley at the other end is mounted on
a sliding shaft in order to take up the slack in the
belt as it stretches.

The apron conveyor has about the same uses as
the belt. The material rests on aprons or slats, the
ends of which are connected to two parallel chains,
running in chain guide angles. The power is ap-
plied to the chains at the discharge end by two drive
sprockets mounted on the same shaft, The two

Fig. 4. Portable Apron Conveyors
The aprons on which the sacks rest are shown clearly.

The conveyor is special in that the sections are
'mounted on castors and are portable.

a horizontal direction. The car is loaded by a meas-
uring valve under the receiving hopper. It then
carries its load up the track, swings around the top
curve, trips a door in the top of the bunkers, and
dumps the coal,
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The vertical eleva tor is used to raise and lower
packages between floors. The packages rests on a
carrier which is attached to two vertical chains, one

rels from the railroad platform to building "A." It
was necessary for the conveyor to rise about 20 feet
from the railroad platform before crossing River

PLAN OF CARROUSEL CONVEYOR

on each side. The chains are driven by sprockets
located at the top, and slack, due to wear and expan-
sion of the chain, is removed by the take-up sprock-
ets located at the bottom. The carriers can be
loaded and unloaded automatically by the loading
and unloading fingers. The elevator with the pend-
ant type carriers will raise or lower articles, but this
type must always load while ascending and unload
w h ile descending. That is, if a pendant carrier ele-
vator is ten stories high, and it is desired to carry
packages from the first to the second floor, the ele-
vator loads them while going up, carries them to the
tenth floor, and unloads while descending at the
second floor. Special vertical elevators are made
that will both load and unload on the ascending
side. -i.. S ;

The Carrousel Conveyor
- J

The carrousel conveyor, as its name suggests, is
a "merry-go-round." There are three kinds of car-
rousel conveyor, w h ich differ only in the way in
w h ich the package is carried. In one type the car-
riers are suspended fr orn a chain which may be
rnade to follow any course by inserting idler sprock-
ets at the proper places. The sprockets revolve in a
horizontal plane so that the conveyor is limited to
only very slight vertical curves. The drive sprocket continued at this slope until it neared the idler
is located at one, end and the take-up sprocket is 10- sprockets, where it was brought back to the hor i-
cated at the other. Since the sprockets revolve in a zontal by a 20 foot radius reverse curve. The chain
horizontal plane, the carriers are in an upright posi-. then went around t~e idler spr.ockets, crossed River
t ion all the time, so that materials may be carrier Road at the r eq u.r ed el ev at ion, and followed a
all the way around the conveyor. straight Ln e to Building "A."

The application of the carrousel conveyor in a The carrcrs used to handle the material, which
51': ec.f.c case is shown in the figure. A large sugar consisted of barrel ends, hoops, and staves, are sus-
refinery wanted to convey materials for makrnz bar- pended from four-wheel trucks which run in a track

Road in order to give enough clearance to motor
vehicles. This was accomplished by making the
chain follow a 20 foot radius vertical curve, by
means of guide angles, as it left the platform until it
reached an inclination of 12 degrees. The chain

Fig. 6. A Carrier for the Carrousel Conveyor
The carrier is sus-pended from the four-wheel truck

shown at the top center.
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made of two angles. The trucks are pulled along main difference between this cooperage conveyor
by special attachments fastened to the chain over- and the average installation is that nearly the whole
head. The photograph (Fig. 0) shows one of the conveyor was of special des-ign. The carriers, the
carriers resting on the floor of the factory where it take-up, and even the attachment block that con-
was constructed. The track is shown clearly at the nected the track to the chain were designed espec-
top and in the center of the carrier. One carrier is ially ~or this conveyor. Usually such parts are of
suspended about every nine feet, making a total of standard 'construction and only the structural frame
145 carriers for the whole conveyor. It was found work "needs to be -desigried.
that a twenty-five horsepower motor was required . " .". . 1
to operate the conveyor. The drive and take-up .The conveymg mdustrJ: ~s growmg r~pld y, ~nd
frames had to be designecj to take the heavy stress wlde-awa~e firms '.ire re~hzmg that the installation
due to the pull of the chain and also the weight of of conveymg machinery IS a real money-s3:ver. Some
the carr iers and the $8-inch diameter sprockets, of ~he larger conce:ns keep a staff of engmeers ~nd
which weighed 1800 pounds \ each. Eight-inch and mat.ntenance .men Just for the purpose. of n:eetmg
twelve-inch channels were used to take the worst of their con,:eymg 'problems. 'I'his practI~e aids the
the load. The intermediate sections of conveyor be- cotIlyany mgett!ng:the best out of their c?nveyor
tween drive and take-up were, of course, lighter in equtptIl;ent. Ipc.lde~tall'y, t~e study analy sis made
construction. ?y the pl.ant ell.gmee~s simplifies the problem of sell- -

ing' and Instalh,ng" for the manufacturers of convey-
This particular example illustrates a large single ing machiner y-jand' also aids the manufacturer of

conveyor installation, although systems of convey- conveying 'machinery in selling and installing his
ors are often installed which are much larger. The ..conveyors. .~

J..;::

Trade Association Statistics- ..-An Aid In ~tabilizing Production
L

ByW. E.DUNKlVIAN, Com. E., '26

Business men are becoming scientists. They wil! ' counting are sometimes developed. A little reflec-
have to. Modern competition demands it. By be- tion will show the benefits which may be derived
coming scientists, I mean that they are learning to from such a standardization. For instance, it makes
study and analyze their problem. This is done by any statistics which may be gathered more valuable.
examining the causes and effects and discovering .

. the relationships which exist between the various . p " G d W'll
causes and between the numerous effects. Among . romoting 00 1

endeavors of this sort might l~e included su:.ch new Secondly, by '''lorking together, the members' of
d~parturesas the class. of business m~n w hich met an industry can do much to better the conditions of
at~ur ow~ coll~ge during the,p,ast .wlnter ~o stU?y the wor ker s. Among such efforts would come im-
b~slness.forcastln~g. Surely such thIngs as these 1n- proved labor management, education, w clf ar e work,
dicate a hew tendency. accident prevention, and employment principles.

Much has also been done toward improvement of
Trad-e Associations the, relations with the general public. This is mani-

Besides knowing general economic conditions, ~ested most clearlf in marketing problems, wh!ch
modern business d emarids that the executives of Includes, co-operatrve advertIsIng, tr~de promot:on
large and small enterprize~ know the specific condi- .phrases and slogans, and co-operative marketing
tioris in the:r own industry. Here is where the Itself.
Tr~d~ . Association pla~s .an' important role. The Industrial Research
actrvrties of such organIzaltons are many. All, how-
ever, work toward the end of keeping the members Industrial Research is also an important bit of co-
as accurately and fully informed as possible as to operation among members of an industry. Along
the amount of production, quantity of orders, condi- with this we ought also mention Commercial Re-
tion of markets, and of promoting better relations search. Both of these activities are well adapted to
between the individual rnem ber s of the industry. the joint efforts of many individual enterprises be-

. ' cause in many' cases the costs of such investigations
In order to understand more fully. what IS meant are beyond the possibilities of a single company.

by the second purpose let us look briefly at some of
the activities which are usually carried on by Trade We might go on thus and enumerate many more
Associations. activities which are found in the various Associa-

. .. . tions such as, credit aids, transportation, work, and
FIrst, there are many stand~rdizatlons which, commonaction in regard to governmental relations.

when made, promote the mutual Interests of all con- I~ •

cerned. Among these might be listed,qualities of -That activity; however, with which this article
the various grades of product, methods -of packing, will deal more fully is Statistics. Itjs by means of
sizes, weights, meanings of phrases and nomencla- this activity that the first purpose me-ntioned above
ture,' etc". Then, too, standard methods of cost ac- is accomplished: By means ,of the information
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which is obtained in this way, Jt is possible to com- 300 tons, this would be .a three week's supply. In
pete intelligently and to determine rational produc- the same way, suppose that the normal production
tion and sales policies. Production tan in a measure of this particular plant is 100- tons and there are on

hand orders for 300 tons of product, then we can say
that there is on hand a three week's bank of orders.

Raw Materials

The line A represents the amount of raw material
in week's of normal consumption which is controlled
by the industry, that is, the total of the amount
ordered butnot del ivered, the amount in transit and
the amount actually on hand. This curveis affected
by one of the columns at the bottom of the chart,
production, and another quantity no] shown, pur-
chases for the current week. Purchases in turn are
affected by the quantity of ordersion hand .and
therefore the line A is indirectly affected byIine B.
This line in turn is affected by the two columns
"orders received" and "production." The dotted
lines C and D are assumed lines which show for a

,,-,,-- . - •. ~ ~··-"'I'" ' ••.•.••.I,.·~ ..." "''''V''''''' particular enterprise the information shown respec-
tively by A and B for the industry ilsa whole. By

be made more stable by understanding the under- showing these. on the same chart, relations similar
lying conditions which exist in the industry as a ~o those pointed out o~ Chart I m~y. be seen. For
whole and by basing po licies on them rather than on I~~tance we see that this companY,ls In a better po-
conditions which appear on the 'surface in a particu- \ sItI~n as regards the number of orders ~n hand, than
lar enterprise only. the Industry as a whole. .At the same time, the con-

dition is not abnormal, since the~~eneral trends are
Interpretation of Statistics

For the sake of concreteness, let us look at two
chartswhich -are typical. These are taken from an
industry with which the writer was connected and
are charts on which he worked.

Chart I is a study of orders and production. The
ordinates are tonnages, which for our purposes may
be omitted, and each unit of asbcissa represents one
week. The solid line represents the production of
the X Co. The lowpoint at which this line. begins
marks the slump in producing' during Christmas
week. One of the factors which determine fluctua-
tions in this line is fluctuations .in the quantities of
orders on hand and we note that, when the broken
line which indicates the volume of orders received,
falls off at the end of the period charted, the produc-
tion line also has a downward tendency. A ques-
tion which naturally arises when the volume of
orders .besrins to fail off is: "Does this slump in
orders indicate a special condition in our business or
is it~eneral throughout the industry." The answer
to this question is obtained by plotting the "orders
received" line for the industry· as a whole. This is
the dotted line on the chart. It seems that there is
a general decline in the orders but that the enter-
prise in question is losing a good deal more than
the average. This i~ a condition which the execu-
tives would want to 'know. We might thus go on
and point· out other relations which such a chart
brings to light and if it were dr awn for a sufficiently
long time, seasonal fluctuations could also be seen.

Chart II shows many, things. The lines depend
on several factors for. their fluctuations and there-
fore can be studied from many angles. The ordi-
nates in this case are numbers of weeks and the
points on. the 5::urves are obtained by dividing the
quantity in-question by a' normal week's consump-
tion. .Forexample,. suppose a normal consumption
of raw material is 100 tons, and there. is on hand

the same. It must be remembered when making
comparisons between Chart I and Chart II that the
curves for the X Co. are assumed in Chart II due to
lack of information. This should not defeat our pur-
pose which in this case is to learn the facts which -
may be presented by the charts separately.

When we compare lines A and C we do not find
the same general trends which exist in lines Band
D. In fact, in most fluctuations they are going in
Qpposite .directions. Let us see what interpreta-
tions can be given to this peculiarity. In the first
place, we find that when the line A goes up, that
production for the industry as a whole also in-
creases. This means that any increases in the
amount of raw material controlled must be accom-
panied. by still greater increases in purchases,\vhich,
in turn, indicates that in all probability, prices of
raw material fluctuate in a manner very similar to
line A. It we had also the chart for the prices of

CHflRT·I
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raw material and that indicating current purchases fied in undertaking a considerable. expansion of
we could very easily verify or disprove our reason- plant and 'equipment. Butvvith the information at
ing. If we should find our reasoning correct, which hand that the increase has been general, a little cau-
we will assume is the case, then the line C indicates tion would be exercised and unless a reason for the
a' good buying policy for the X Co. For if we apply increase could be found such as a new demand, the
the same ana lysis to Line C as we did to line A then X Co. might postpone its expansion and be saved
the X Co. is buying when the market is low,and from large losses. Such information would have
when prices are high, their inventory is low. These been of greatservice to many who were led into an
conditions could also be shown ona chart which expansion policy in 1921 when such a condition 3;s
contained raw material prices and purchases. outlined existed in many industries and was notdue

o to any new demands or uses of product butte in-
'~:'Forecasting Unsound Conditions Ration caused by pyramiding of orders,

Let us.dra:v one mqre thou~ht from Chart ,II be- F'uture Use' of 'Statistics
fore leaving It. Suppose that Instead of the normal ~'3J
relationship between line', B and line D, there ex- <With charts-such as the examples, together with
isted wide fluctuations. For instance, suppose that others showing: prices, both of raw material and
line D went way up beyond what its normal posi- finished product, -purchases, hours of operation, and
tion is at a, time when line B is lower than usual. any other-bits of information which may bepecu-
Such a 'condition might readily exist, in fact in the liar to a particular industry, it will be 'found that
cases in guestion has existed. Wouldn't such a con- many ..relationships can be shown to exist between
dition indicate that the X Co. was in a position to them and many such thoughts as those brought out
jeopardize the industry, since they have a great above can be' obtained. These statistics form the
bank of orders while several other enterprises at the basis of sound policies and either justify the map-
same time are starving' for business? This wou ld agement of a concern or show its errors. They also
lead to cut-throat competition and a general de- are .needed jn order to meet the keen competition of
moralization of prices. This has been proven to be today. In .no other way can competition be made

, disastrous to everyone concerned, consumer. .as iwel.l intelligent, Furthermore, it is to be hoped that such
as producer. Wouldn't the knowledge that such a statistics will also be an aid in levelling the business
condition existed determine to an extent the' policies cycle with all the ill effectswhich it has both on in-
of the X, Co? Or again, suppose that the large in- «lustry and the workers. We can therefore look for
crease in the bank' of orders held by the X Co. is further developments in this field in the future. It
accompanied by .a similar increase in line B. With- can be expected that such work will form a vital
out the knowledge that the increase has been gen- .part of every industry because its value can be
eral, the X, Co. might decide that it would be justi-j, ...Jproven without a doubt and the need is very evident.

, ,---

THE NEW PYROXYLIN AUTOMOBILE FINISH One of the most important factors in the manufacture of
By'SIDNEY D. KIRKPATRICK enamels of t~is ~class is the choice and m~nipulation of sol-

, vents. In this industry, amyl acetate was the first solvent
Chemical and Metallurgical. Engineeringv-Vol. 31, No.5, to be l}sed, but, recently, butyl and .ethyl acetat~s" refin~d

August 4th, ,1'924. fusel 011 and butyl alcohol have become commercially avail-
, able as solvents. Benzol, denatured alcohol, and' acetone

The development bythe E. 1. duPont de Nemours & Co. are also used in varying proportions. Gums are employed
?f a pyroxyhn-type, air-drying ena!Uel kgown ~s Duco was in the. lacquer to 'impart adhesive properties, elesticity, and
In 'answer to the demand for an air-drying finish as tough gloss.
and as durable as baked enamel, yet with the beauty of a .,' , '. . ,
color varnis~; a finish of sufficiently 10w viscosity to be ap- In manufacturing the lacquer, the nitrocellulose is treated
plied with the pneumatic spray, yet carrying a large enouz l to insure low viscosity, neutral reaction, and high stabIity

. proportion of solids to have the "build" and covering capac- and is dissolved in the solvent. The solution is filtered to
ity of the best varnish or enamel; and finally, a finish with remove insoluble cotton and then, the gum and color pig-
a hard, glass-like surface that could be applied to the cheap- ment is incorp.orated with the other ingredients; ' Ducois
est toy or the most costly piece of furniture with the mini- made in about fifty colors necessitating the preparation of
mum of expense for labor, time and equipment." a large selection of pigments and color lakes. After thor-

Previously, pryoxylin had exhibited the troublesome prop- ough mixing, the finished product is weighed into cans and
erty of imparting a relatively high viscosity to solutions shipped .

. co~tainingo.nly small .amountsof it ". But b~ ca.reful prepa- This pyroxylin lacquer is used in standard 'production by
ration an~ incorporatron of th~ vanou~ m.atenals, the du nine automobile manufacturers and has proyed a marked
Pont englneer~ have succeeded In working Into t~e l~cquer success. We learn that where it formerlyrequired 336 hours
at- least t~ree ttmes. the form~r amount of p:yoxyhn WIthout to paint an Oakland body, the finishing time has been cut
the SOlU~IO~ be,comlng too thick to be used In the spray-gun to 13% hours. The total number of finishing operations
or the dipping tanks. has been decreased by 33 * per cent. Substantial savings

The manufacture of Duco begins with cotton as the raw have been effected in both the unit labor cost per car and
material.· The cotton linters are carefully washed, bleached, the cost of finishing materials. Where formerly 2,400 bodies
and dried. 'Then the- cotton is nitrated in batches of thirty- were continually tied ,up in the painting department, there
five pounds or so until the nitrogen content has increased are now but 600. Rejections by the plant inspectors in the
to' a range of 11.8 to 12.5 per cent. At this point, the nitro- past 'often ran as high as 20 per cent of the daily production,
cellulose is considered to be best suited for the manufacture but 'since the adoption of the Duco system the rejection
of pyroxylin lacquers. figure has been reduced to 2 per cent.
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"Nell's Bells, everybody out. D'yu want to sleep been overlooked in our preparations for the trip, but
all day?" From within the folds of a tent come' a we could ignore them no longer ..
series of yawns, becoming a little more distinct, W d. t t· t St P .. t W·.' . .' . e manage 0 ge . In 0 evens O'lIl IS.
until finally, a few broken sentences can be under- M d b 5 00 d . d t have ,t d ·on ay y : p. m. an arrange' 0 ave a new,
s 00 . pinion and ring gear put in before morning.

"Aw, it's night yet -look-at the moon-that,
watch is fast."

"The dickens it is. They have moonshine day
and night in this northern country-get those hoots
laced-we're an hour late now." With much pro-
testing, the two late sleepers arise from their "warm,
comfortable" bed on the ground, and rolling up tent
and bedding together, clamber into the threesome
Ford-roadster for a ride in the chilly morning atmo-
sphere of Wisconsin. It is only the second day out,
but the same struggle to wake up, and about the
same conversation takes place every morning of
the trip.

We are north-northwes.t of Chicago trying to lo-
cate a telephone pole with the familiar yellow tin
marker bearing the black-circled arrow and labeled
"Yellowstone T'rail." Soon it is discovered and
everyone is relieved. We can now pay some atten-
tion to the scenic beauties along the lake front on
the road from Chicago to Milwaukee, and like most
other travelers we begin to use up our supply of ad-
jectives, many of which we are' going to need later
on.

The effects of the first day's journey from Cincy
to Chicago had not helped the disposition of all
four of us, especially the Ford's. At. first the motor
showed some appreciation of the, .. thorough over-
hauling it had undergone before we started, Every-
thing had been gone over from the crank to the rear
axle, not inclusive. And here is where the 'trouble We were rather/ surprised to see children going to
began. N ear evening of this same day the Ford de- school in the first part of August through the rural
veloped alarming symptoms. Ooing.idown hill, it districts' in Wisconsin, but finally decided among
ran smoothly and without apparent effort, but as ' ourselves that this was because of the heavy snows,
soon as the grade was reversed we would progress later in the year, which would make the roads im-
by a series' of violent plunges - and equally violent passable. We were corrected on this and informed
pauses. 1~h6 gears in the rear transmission had that the schools always were closed in the Fall for

WaterProof 2800 of Them The Nth Blowout Trout for Breakfast

THE CRUISE OF THE: "THIRTEEN STATES"
1 1

By GEORGE F.;¥cPECK, C. E., '26

nearly a month so' that the children could pick up. tory was among the things that didn't happen. All
potatoes. were privately owned and were about the size of a

'T." , double garage.
he rivers through the central and northern part ,

of Wisconsin have wide channels, and low banks The scattered forests of slender white birch soon
and would remind one of canals. The soil is black faded into open level sections of wheat fields. The

swamps and marshes also were left behind, but were
replaced by an occasional lake. Mosquitos, too,
were found to be less numerous. At least they were
no longer compared to sparrows in the post-mid-
night observations of the sleeping (?), tourists.

Towns in Minnesota all evidenced signs 0'£ di-
minished prosperity as compared with former times.
As a rule nearly one-fourth of the business and resi-
dence buildings were vacated.

As Wednesday wore away' we had covered Min-
nesota and evening found us nearly to, the Missouri
River in South Dakota. All day the small villages
could' be seen many miles away before .they were
reached. The tall red grain elevator with the string
of box cars on the siding awaiting to be loaded with
wheat were characteristic of all regardless of size.

The continuous sea of wheat with only the sym-
.mctrically placed houses surrounded by a corral of
tall poplars every two miles had grown monotonous

5 and we were glad to set up camp for the night.

~ Thursday was a day of variety. Not wanting to
show any partiality, we gave each tire a chance to
serve on all five rims before the day was over.

As soon as we had been ferried over the Missouri
River in the morning we encountered the first
stretch of really bad road. The rain ofthen ight be-
fore hadn't helped conditions much, especially since
we had no chains. Each low place in the road was
filled wi th water that covered mud of an especially

with little or no gravel, so that the water in the stubborn consistency. We unfolded the tent' and
streams has the appearance of India ink. brought it up front so whenever a suspicious place

. . .. was seen ahead "Shorty" stepped on the gas and we
Having hear~ so m~ch of Wisconsin cheese, we all ducked under cover from the shower of mud.

thought of taking a trrp through one of the. cheese Our average of 300 miles a day since Sunday morn-
plants as soon ~s we could find-orie of any SIze. ing was severely cut down by Thursday's events.

We soon found, .however, that a large cheese fac- Evening found us in the heart of, the bad lands of

Yellowstone River National Forest Reserve
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North Dakota .. Black odd formations with barely The trip through the Park lasts two days but the
any signs of plant life made a sight long to be re- time passes so quickly that we couldn't account for
membered. An occasional house could be seen, it. Fine and thrilling, just as advertised~Old Faith-
crouched between two hills, that was owned by ful and all the rest. License tags and banners on
some one who was optimistic enough to stretch two-
strands of barbed wire and call it a homestead.

Each day the towns became smaller and the dis-
tance between them became greater. Fences were
seldom seen to enclose the vast areas of short
prairie grass and purple sage.

For the next seven days a cloud was a th ing of
curiosity. The days were smothering hot and the
perspiration evaporated nearly before it was formed.
Twenty minutes after the sun was out of sight in
the evening; coats had to be "dug" out.

The drive from Cody, Wyoming, to the East En-
trance of the Park along the Shoshone Canyon was
the first. place where all three of us attem pted to ..
drive at the same time. The next day one of the to/Oklahoma Oil Field Region
floor boards had to be replaced; due to our simulta- u- ~ "-
neous application of foot brakes. The jumble of the cars we-meet represent every state in the union.
conversation" that follovved on such occasions went Lots of others are seeing "America First." Tues-.

day morning finds us near the- west entrance, filling
the gas tank at .50 per gallon.

~.After this painful extraction we head toward Salt
Lake City. The road over the next 100 miles,
through the Forest National Reserve in Idahois ex-
cellent. The Snake River winds its way near the
road -for over 150 miles. As soon as we passed the
border line of the reserve we encounter the worst
roads of any on the entire trip. The slight breeze
super-saturated with the five inches of dust on the
road make the game of "dodge the cistern" 'very in-
teresting.

At Blackfoot, Idaho, we enter the Indian reserva-
.tion. Weare very much surprised to see the squaws

The Last Drop sitting on the sidewalks in the business section of
. . ." . the townvvherever an awning offers some shade.something Iike th is, Say, fellows, I'm dry; I'll have . . .. .

to have a drink." "Where are you going to get it? Salt Lake ~Ity IS reached be!ore !l0or: Wednesday
We can't waste what's in the water bag; besides, the and .by two 0 clock weare sWlmmmg m Salt, Lake.
Ford is burning up now. From the temperature of Dunng the past week, the effects of th~ sun.s rays
the floor boards it's bone dry." "What's the eleva- on complexions has been very much m evidence,
tion of the next town?" "9000." "Huh?" "10000." Our ears are swollen. so much that t~e I?ressure of
"How many miles?" "20." "Huh?" "30." "Say, a cap is painful. !hIS makes t?~ sW.Im In the 27.7
look down there-""Look nothing, you watch the per cen~ salt solution more eX~ltlllg III the ,attempt
wheel, we'll tend to the looking. You can't ,see any- _,.at keeping our faces from gettIng splashed.
thing down there anyway-it's all rocks." "Glad
my folks took out $1,000 more of insurance before I
left. Hold that wheel still. Can't you see we're an
inch from the edge." "Just try and hold it; that's
not me doing that, it's the Ford." "There went the
third finger nail in ten minutes. Watch your step
now and blow the horn." "Say, I'm going to put
three horns on this Ford so you fellows can blow
yours all day if you want to." "B-etter wear out the
horn than' burst up some of the scenery down in
this canyon." "Ah ... There's a spring; now head
for a minute's recuperation before we try any more
nose dives."

We then wait until the Ford cools off enough so
that the radiator ~ap can be removed without. run-
ning the danger of getting scalded. After the water August Snow
bag and the reserve can have been filled and a re- \J ~ ~

hearsal on the "art of driving along dangerous The drive from Salt Lake City to the Continental
places" has been held, we again pile in and continue Divide in ,Colorado we have erased from ourmem-
on the way. ory. Four hundred miles of desert so dry in sections
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that even the sage and mesquite bushes refuseito in this section is largely composed of people from
g~ow. Most of the water is alkaline. Ohio and Indiana. They all have the "Oil Bug"

Tovvns occur every thirty miles on an average. and are waiting fOJ;"the "killing." As we drove
The longest distance between villages on this trail north near the west border of Missouri the fields of

, oil derricks were replaced by. huge piles of "chat"
from the zinc and lead mines. This term is given
to the :flint and limestone that is separated from" the
ore. "I tis used for ballast by the railroads and
graded', on the highways.

We made a trip down one of the shaft mines in
Pi tchcr. Oklahoma. After securing two head lamps
we were dropped down the eight foot hole in an ore
Lucket and then left to wander wherever we pleased.

The ..remaining part of the trip t~Cincinnati
through :Kansas City and St. Louis wasmad ewith-
out ma ny new experiences, except that sorrie one

O'lightened our load to the extent of one tent, two
.. Oklahoma 'Oil Fields ~£1"<;:49 blankets, four tires, and the contents of three

., .. . .. . . . ~ as pockets. _. . .. .
IS SIxty-SIX miles. That IS, consid er ing a vI1lag,e as Just .befor e we reached Cincinnati on the return
a community with a minimum population of eight. trip we managed to get the chance to tell a Justice

After passing through the gold fields of Colorado of the Peace all about it for $16.61 only. He. said,
and' spending a night in Colorado Springs we started "T'ha t's FINE, boys." W ~ll, we were proud to own
for the state fanvousfor good roads. Kansas! a Ford that could make 45 an hour down the home

The grade~ dirt oavcmcnts are very good as long stretch of a SSOO-mile jaunt. ". ..
as they are dir t .. But with the addition of rain they' If .fhe old bus really made 45 o~ this occasion ~t
become nearly Impassable. The rain that we en- \va9~!·~Cl;last desperate effort, for a few hours later It
countered in this state gave the Ford a coat of barnwa$ to experience the fate of "the famous "one-hoss
red that lasted for the rest of the trip. . ~haY." On the .way d0'Yn the Cli_ft?l1 Avenue h.ill

All thr h th . t t .ld b d d f . ItS re,ar wheels lock ..ed w ithou.t warn.lng, causin ..g. Itsoug e s a e cou e seen eserte arm ..' " .' h dl h'·· id hi ld F 1house h '. h d b decei d b h' occupants to .ur eJ. e WIn s .I.,e .. , .or.tunate. Y."es were some one a een eceive y t e '. ..... - ." ..' .
appear . . th . . f th . d' had the casualtle.s were ltght. Insteadof·'having. a few..ances In e sprIng 0 e year an a .. '. . . . " . f" ·
plant d in . . ith th 1 It f havi . small bruises, w ith fir_st aid and hom.,e com ortsi. ne graIn WI . e usua resu s 0 avrng It· '. h" h b . di ibui d hburned out b the Hot winds in th f 11 b foi sig ht, we mI~. t . ave', cen .istr i ute sornew .ere
har t yea e ore over the pr eciprtous slopes of the Rocky Mountains.

ves . .' There was comfort in this thought, and also in the
Monday of the third week found us in the heart $40 which a gen'erous second-hand' automobile

of the Oklahoma oil fields-Enid. The population dealer paid us for the 'remains,

THA TS THE SPIRIT
The letter quoted below speaks for itself. Other September 9th, the first part of the program

co-op, organizations will have to look to their consisting of a good meal. The election of
laurels, now that the Pittsburgh Club has set the officers resulted as follows:
pace. _President, Ronald McCune, C. E., '22;

Greensburg, Pennsylvania. Vice President, Lewis S. Russell, B. E. E.,
September 1,8, 1924. 21; Treasurer, E. F.Hucke, B. M. E., '21;_

Business Manager, ,. , Secretary, S. M. Gordon, Ex. '24.
Co-operative Engineer, Plans were discussed for the coming year
University of Cincinnati, and many things of interest have been out-
Cincinnati, Ohio. lined, of which you will hear from time to
Dear Sir: time. The Club .is exceedingly anxious .to

. '. have Dean Schneider present at one of Its
,At the annual fa~l 1l1ee~Ing·of the PI~_tS- meetings in the near future, and he had been

bu.rgh Co-op Club, It was tho?~~t a good addressed along that line.
thing to. report to .you .the actIvItIes. of t~e I' At the meeting the Club went on record
CI~b so ~hat y?U mIgh! insert-a news Item .~n as<subscr ibing one hundred per cent for the
the C?-Operative ,E:ngineer-, and th~reby .,In- Co-operative Engineer for the coming year.
form ItS rea~ers ~o.fwhat th.e Club IS doing, The Club meetings are held the second Tues-
and perhaps mspire C.o-ops In other parts of day of each 'month, and until further notice
the country to orgamze otrerCo-op Clubs. · will be held at the Fort Pitt Hotel. The C~ub
yve hope we are not. too. ate for ~he first would be glad to have any Co-op passing
I~sue,-and trust-you WIll be able to give us a through the city on meeting nights to drop in
Iittle space. . . on the meeting.

The meeting referred to above was held
for the purpose of election of officers Lir the Yours very truly, '
coming year. The meeting was called at the S. M. Gordon,
Fort Pitt Hotel in Pittsburgh, at 6:15 P. M., SMG :EW Secret~ry.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND THE ENGINEERING
TRIBUNAL

During the school year 1923-1924, the student condition there will be no disposition on the part of
body of the Engineering College approved a new the Tribunal to intervene.
Constitution for the ~ngineering Tribunal, wh.ich The foregoing, then, explains the measure of re-
made that group practically the student ~ov~rnlng sponsibility of each student organization to the Tri-
body o~ t?~ co.llege, and effected the C?r~anl.zatlon of bunal as shown by the chart. In addition each or-
the activrtics In the co~lege such as IS indicated by ganiza tion is responsible to its faculty adviser, who
the chart on the pr eced irig page. in turn is responsible to the Dean for the organiza-
Although the new Constitution gives the Tri- tion's ge1?-eral acti~ities, a.nd to the A~tivity !ru~-

burial a position of considerable importance in the tees for Its fi~anclal affairs. The. Trlb~n.a~ IS di-
activities ,of the college, it will remain essentially a rectly responsible to the Dean for ItS actrvrties.
judicial, investigating and advisory body, rather The Tribunal will still serve as a clearing house
than an administrative one. It was th e purpose of for complaints and suggestions regarding any mat-
the new Constitu tion merely to give the one repre- ters affecting the interests of students in the college.
sentative group of the College sufficient authority to In so far a? the complaints deal with misconduct of
co-ordinate and encourage the various student acti- students, the Tribunal, as in the past, will investi-
vities, and for this reason the Tribunal will be in- gate and recommend appropriate disciplinary meas-
terested mainly in greating the machinery for the ures. Any suggestions brought before the Tribunal
smooth and successful operation of the activities. will be considered and recommendations made to
and not in attempting to conduct them. The new the Dean and to the proper organization. If neces-
constitution widens its scope to include organiza- sary, new committees will be appointed, with the
tions as well as idividuals, but as long as the affairs advice and consent of the Dean, to carry out recom-
of any student organization are in a satisfactory mendations.

PRODUCING CHRISTMAS SEALS BY OFFSET
By EDWARD D. DOE

"Printing," July 26th, 1924.

The 1924 Christmas seals distributed by the National it requires the distribution of cons.iderable advertising matter
Tuberculosis Association were printed by the offset process. consisting of posters of various sizes, stuffers, and other
In printing the seals, the original plates were made from forms of printed matter running into several million pieces.
a photograph of the painting measuring 4x6 inches. Master
plates of fifty seals each we.re produced from the originals (N ote-In the offset printing process, the metal plate,
and printing plate's were obtained from the master plates. with the image to be printed etched upon its surface, is
Three colors go into the job, namely, yellow, red, and blue, wrapped around a cylinder. The plate is inked after er
printed in the order named. revolution of the cylinder upon which it is fixed and the ink_. ....;

THE OFFSET PRINTING PROCESS

Courtesy of Harris Automatic Press Co.

The seals will be packed in lots of 10,000 and shipped to is picked up by a rubber blanket roll. An instant later the
all parts of the country. The printing of the seals is one rubber roll prints the ink upon the paper and a clear, soft
job, the selling another. To make a success of the venture, image is the result.)
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AN ANALYSIS OF WORK
Editor)s Note-The article printed below is an abstract of a paper pttblished by Dean Schneider in 1911.

A t the time of its p1J,blication it was recognized as an important contribution to the philosophy of indust1'y)
atid was widely quoted and discussed. However) in view of the prevailing industrial unrest) the principles set
[orth. in this paper are even more significant to-day. In response to nwmerous request.e, The Co-operative En-
gineer is printing this abstract in order tluit the main ideas in the original paper may be accessible to students
now in school and to 'recent alumni.

In medicine there are two types of doctors. One at
once treats superficial symptoms, and the other
first searches for the basic cause and then pre-
scribes. The first kind gives a headache powder;
the second finds the functional disorder which
causes the headache and works to remove it per-
manently. In the long run, the first doctor weak-
ens the r~sistingpower of his patient, while the
second strengthens it.

We are paralleling this in our treatment of indus-
trial ills. When there is a general or a particu-
lar industrial breakdown, we want immediate re-
lief and take the headache powder cure. Ills in
the form of numerous strikes, profit-killing for-
eign competition, inadequately skilled artisans,
large groups of workers constantly shifting and
drifting aimlessly from one occupation to an-
other, and an increasing feeling of centrifugal
tension where solidarity should exist-these are
pressing more urgently day by day; and in re-
sponse to the need, there have arisen Doctors of
Industry, skilled and quack, in rapidly increasing
numbers. They are generally specialists~one for
the head, another for the heart, another for the
stomach; and the body politic is being treated by
each independently.

The ills are all ills that grow out of work. They are
not a mysterious wasting ...away, visitations of

Providence, fits brewed by the powers of dark-
nes, or something that runs in the family, any
more than headache is, The causes are re.al and
lie within the realm of Natural Law. Therefore,
the logical starting point of a diagnosis must be
to ascertain the Natural Laws of Work, non-con-
formity to which causes our industrial headache's.

Now there is a natural law of labor which operates
as surely as the law of gravity.

Work is human effort put forth for the satisfaction
of wants.

It can be shown by history that a people who will
not work will fall to swift decay. If you look
back along the highway over which civilization
has come, you will see that, except where great
physical upheavals of nature, or brute strength in
overwhelming numbers have been factors, nation
after nation has fallen, because of non-conformity
to the law of labor. Every man knows that he
will deteriorate physically and later mentally if
his muscles are not used. The law could be es-
ta.blished scientifically if need be, but it is not
necessary, for in this c.ase common observation,
science, and religion all agree. Our proverbs,
sacred and secular, affirm it. The cycle of work
to wealth, wealth to id.eness, idleness to poverty,
and poverty to work again, is an evidence of men-
tal inefficiency, following physical decline.
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The substance of the law of labor is this: Work and outlet through his work; and once having served
you will reach a higher mental development; his thorough apprenticeship, he worked largely
cease work and you will degenerate. The law ap- by self-direction, Under our present high'y or-
plies to individuals, to communities, to nations, ganized industrial conditions, the making of a
and to civilizations. clock is sub-divided into a large num.ber of dis-

A 11' d dri humani it tinct operations. Each workman in a clock fac-s a compe lng pro to rrve umanrty to save I - k" f " f h . ki
" "tory rna es piece a ter piece 0 t e same ind,self, there IS another Natural Law, which needs "" 11 b f di . " 1 " hi

f S".. d "" k t prmcipa y y ee lng materia Into a mac me,no proo. Imp y state , It IS wor or s arve. b h h de it h d k 1
ut W y e oes It e nee -not now and usual y

We work because we have to" There is a~ instinct is not told" We are putting the brains into the
for work, but basically it is the instinct for self- machine and into the management office, and
preservation and self-perpetuation" If all the making the workman a purely automatic adjunct.
world had a climate like that of the South Sea Is- It is unquestionabjo that rnuch of the present
lands, it is safe to say none of us would work. spirit of industrial unrest is Nature's prote-st
Had Nature provided initially for all of man's against work without light, physical and mental.
needs, it is probable ~hat we should .be without This purely automatic, high-pressure work in
complex problems, w ithout wars, without gov- lId d . the: t . f' . c ose y crow e rooms IS e mos ominous ea-
ernment, without what we can civilization-with- t f d·" d tri 1"' it r seriure 0 mo ern In us rra Ism, I s mos serious as-
out work. The struggle for existence has brought t bei th ff ttl d 1 tpee elng e e ec upon men a eve opmen .
us to our present stage of development. All that S" tifi h h h th t th t. . Clen I c researc as s own us a e mono -
is best in the history of civilization has come h thrni tete f h hi" .. . onous r y mic repe I Ions 0 t e mac me s mo-from work, and all that IS worst, from ide ness . d h h thrni . f

." "" tion an t e monotonous r y rmc rnotiori :0and the consequent SIns of idlenees, Mentaltty IS f di h h" d h . d d
" " . '." ee lng t e mac me, pro uce an ypnotrc, ea-the result of physical actrvrty, and In turn strmu- .. fl he imi d Th lb'

" "" . " enlng In uence on t e mIn . e ower raIn
lates It. T'hinking and working are recIprocal" 11' h b' developed h. " " . centers, contro lng a ItS, are eve ope at t eaids. IntegrIty, honesty, discipline, sound health, f h h' h hi ki A h
. . , " expense 0 t e Ig er t In lng centers. s t eFair dealing, respect for others rIghts-these have h b' b .. d h k b

. "' a It ecomes lngralne , t e war ",er ecomescome through the assumption of one s burden I h . d ..( ...1" •
" more et argic an automatic, ana' a. most as In-of work, and the opposrtes of these are the result bl f' d d . 11" . h

h desi d d h b d capa e' 0 In epen ent, mte igent action as t eof t e esrre to 0 ge t e ur en. . .
machine Itself. Research further shows that the

-Now of all the products of the labor of the centuries, higher centers in the brain of such a worker are
there are probably none to which we of this gen- in danger of getting into a permanent, inelastic,
eration look with more satisfaction than to our hopeless set, if a lively stimulus is not supplied.
scientific achievement and our mechanical in- h' . . divid 1 d . f 'f. . .. ." Further, t ere IS In every In lVI ua a estre or se _
genuity. And yet the.se. ~wo. disting uishing ele- expression, and if this cannot be had in one's
n:ents of our m~der~ civilization h~v~ set up bar- daily work, Nature will force an outlet for it. It
rrers to the realization, by the majority of work- cannot be dammed up very long; and when there
ers, of the greatest benefit of work, namely,. m~n- is no outlet for it in the worker's daily task, it
tal development; for the!" have wrought signifi- must come during his idle hours, and sometimes
cant changes in the conditions of work. takes a form which leads to many of our most

In the first place, it' is only within the past two vexing sociological problems.
generations that mankind. has work.ed. in .rr:asses The situation, then, sifts down to this: Energizing
withifol walls. For centurres ~en di~ individual, work is decreasing; enervating work is increas-
self-directed work almost entirely m the open. ing. In spite of the warnings of history, we are
The. cha~ge has come, of. course, through .the de- rapidly dividing mankind into a staff of mental
velopmen~ of p~wer devices, and d~tes Virtually workers and an army of purely physical workers.
from the iriven tron of the steam engme. The physical workers are becoming more and

In the second place,' the industrial worker formerly more automatic with the sure result that' their
knew.a whole job, rather than a part of it; he per- minds are becoming more and more lethargic.
formed a great variety of functions in the comple- The work itself is not character building; on the
tion of his task, instead of endlessly repeating the contrary, it is repressive, and when self-expres-
same limited operation. The clockmaker made .a sion comes, it is hardly energizing mentally. The
whole clock, working individually, and the neces- real menace lies in the fact that in a self-govern-
sity of working out every part's relation to every ing industrial community the minds of the major-
other part gave the worker a mental stimulus, ity are in danger of becoming atrophied, or at best
. and, therefore, a higher mental development. The of becoming trifling and irresponsible, because of
finished product was all his own; the desire for lack of continuous exercise in conjunction with
self-expression which every man has, found an the earning of a livelihood. The kind of citizen-
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ship that a republic needs cannot be built on
forty-eight hours per week of automatic work.
Fortunately, automatic work seems to be decreas-
ing; the automatic motions are being put into
the machines. In many cases the worker who
formerly' sat at a machine doing the same thing
over and over, now handles a battery of machines
which do the automatic work. But there is still
a lot of monotonous, dragging work being done.

I t is evident, then, that the general law of labor
must be divided into two parts, namely, The Law
of Energizing Work, which makes for progress,
and The Law of Enervating Work, which makes
for retrogression. Nearly all the work still done
in the open air, where there is a dependent se-
quence of operations, involving planning on the
part of the _worker, is energizing work. Specific
examples may be cited in farm work, railroad
work and the building trades. Certain work done
indoors, under good conditions of light and air,
is also energizing; for example, the work of a
toolmaker, a locomotive assembler, and a cabinet
maker. The enervating work has come through
the subdivision of labor in factories, so that each
worker does one thing over and over in the small-
est number of cubic feet of space. This type is
recogriizable at once in the routine of the garment
worker, the punch press operator, the paper box
maker, the shoe worker, and so on.

Aside from the broader factors such as climatic con-
ditions and racial characteristics, it is safe to say
that the morale of a community depends upon
the kind of work it does. A rural community of
about twelve thousand people, having clean polit-
ical conditions, a high moral tone, few jarring
families, well-kept gardens, and a good average
of intelligence, is a desirable place, from the man-
ufacturer's viewpoint, in which to locate a fac-
tory. If a manufacturer locates in such a place
and employs three thousand of the men, women
and chidren in purely automatic, noisy, high-
speed work, the town will change very materially
in one generation. Its politics will become cor-
rupt and its morals lax; its citizenship will lose
its former mental stability and fly eagerly and
earnestly from one spectacular "ism" to .another ;
its families will be on nervous edge with family
discipline gone; its yards and houses will lose
their tidiness; in a word it will become" a fac-
tory town." And what was once a good commu-
nity with a high community efficiency, and there-
fore a safe place in which to invest money, be-
comes a town of low community efficiency and a
constant menace to the industry itself. Every de-
tail of the town's life is affected. Religion lags,
while the amusement parks thrive on Sunday;
for since the week-day work is repressive, an out-
let for pronounced self-expression is demanded
in the idle hours-or to put in another way, Na-
ture goes on the defensive. The slowly up-built
appreciation of the fine arts is quickly destroyed,
for this cannot grow without harmony, orderly

thought and the desire to express ideals. Respect
for law diminishes, for the law is put in the same
class as .an electrically wired strike fence. These
significant changes are not the fault of the peo-
ple who work'; they are logical natural products
of the war k itself.

We have just pulled out of a thousand-year swamp
up to firmer ground, and whether we go higher
or begin to slide back depends upon how ener-
gizing our work is.

It is fundamental that mankind must do stimulating
work or retrogress. This is the bed-rock upon
which our constructive programs of education,
industry, sociology-of living, must rest.

Fortunately we are now far enough away from the
thousand-year swamp so that one may safely
propose as a '"thesis, that only that civilization
will prevail whose laws and life conform most
nearly to Natural Law. The Spirit of Unrest,
whether it be evidenced by the spontaneous and
seemingly unaccountable strike of automatic
workers, the questioning introspection of univer-
sity faculties, the open defiance of law, or the cry
for the Doctor of Industry, is the headache giv-
ing warning of deeper seated organic trouble.

The worth of our education, our laws, our scientific
management, will be determined by the extent to
which they will make clear, conform with and
supplement the' laws of work. Their test will lie
in the degree to which they are useful in leading
us safely forward to better, brighter conditions
of work, and their basic idea must be service to
the mass.

I like to think we are coming to a time when the
great march forward of civilization will not be
largely a matter of chance, with the blind often
leading the blind, but more an organized orderly
movement in conformity to the Laws of Nature.
In that day the opportunist will not vault .into
the saddle of leadership when humanity, having
been bady led, cries out for a leader; instead,
he will be a part of history with the medicine
man of the savage, for at the bottom both of these
in their creation and in their haphazard panaceas
are the same. On the contrary, humanity vvill
send out a well-trained, well-equipped vanguard
of research men - physicists, bacteriologists,
chemists, psychologists, biologists, economists-
to explore beyond the ranges of the known; it
will send its historians back over the line of
march to learn the .lessons of past successes and
failures; it will establish outposts where the facts
uncovered will be formulated into laws; and from
the outposts to the last mite of humanity will be
an established way for the application of the law
to the need.
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As a football player
he's a good poet

T E T' S admit that all men are not born for
U gridiron honors, just as all men are not
born poets.

You can admire a man's grit for plugging
away at the thing that comes hardest to him.
He does derive benefit in developing himselt
where he is weakest. But to achieve real success
it is only COITlmOnwisdom to pick out the line
for which you have a natural aptitude-and go
to it.

Particularly if you are a freshman it may be
useful to remind you of this principle, because
it can help you start off on the right foot in both
your campus activities and your college courses.

If your fingers love the feel of a pencil, why
not obey that impulse and come out for the
pllblications? You can serve Alma Mater and
yourself better as a first-class editor than a third-
class hal fback.

Similarly, when it comes to electing your col-
lege courses, you will be happier and more effi-
cient if you choose in accordance with your
natural aptitude.

The world needs many types of men. Find
your line, and your college course will be a prep-
aration for a greater success.

Published in
r ,

the interest 0/ Elec-
trical Development hy
an Institution that will
be helped by what-
ever helps the

Industry.

Wt!sr~rl1Eltctric Company
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment

Number 41 0/ a series
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"RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTIT1TTE AND
THE EARLY COLLEGES OF ENGINEERING"

By RAY PALMER BAKER'
Journal of Engineering Education, Sept. 1924

From before 1800 to 1824 educators had begun to realize
the need of instruction in the arts and sciences to assist
some men in the pursuit of their livelihood. In some col-
leges, provision of an elementary character had been made
before 182.0. At Cambridge, Joseph Story, chairman of a
special committee appointed in the instance of George
Tichnor, presented a report advocating the establishment of
a department in which students would be permitted "to
pursue particular studies to qualify them for scientific and
mechanic employment and the active business of life."

However, it was left to Stephen Van Rensselaer to found,
one hundred years ago, at Troy, New York, the first school
which provided a training in agriculture, developed an
undergraduate routine based upon the interrelation of the
natural and social sciences, and offered graduate instruction.
Stephen Van Rensselaer owned nearly a thousand farms.
Consequently, when the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
was established, its aim was the application of science to.
"agriculture, domestic economy, the arts and manufacture."
With Van Rensselaer, agriculture was supreme. Although
Amos Eaton, the senior professor, carried on the purpose of
the school, he laid more emphasis on the importance of in-
dustry. It was Eaton who introduced into the curriculum
the study of surveying and the elements of hydrostatics in
1825, "general engineering" in 1826, and "civil engineering"
in 1828.

As Eaton had insisted that Rensselaer should limit its
field to sciences, and drew a line between pure and applied
science, So Benjamin Franklin Greene ('42), who became
director in 1847, insisted that it was again time to' narr ow
its field. Greene's point of view was remarkably catholic.
In the "general school" his aim was to offer a "system of
general disciplinary culture-scientific, literary, philosophic,
artistic-prior to entrance upon a study of any form of ap-
plied science or art." In the "technical schools," leading to
the professional preparation, courses were grouped under
"general studies" and "special studies," according as they
were common to the needs of all groups of students or were
applicable to those of one group only. In his report in an-
swer to the disagreement of some with his views he wrote
that Rensselaer's courses were neither "partial" nor "one-
sided," but "adapted to the complete realization of true edu-
cational culture" ministering to all "the powers of percep-
tion, of thought, of feeling, of expression, of action" and aid-
ing the undergraduate to meet "the demands and cir curn-
stances of the age in which he lives."

Because of a lack of funds, Greene was not able to put
into effect all of his recommendations. Only the "school of
civil engineering," offering that degree, was actually organ-
ized during his directorship. But he paved the way which
other educators have followed, not only at Rennsselaer, but
elsewhere in the United States. With the exception of local

divergencies in content and method, engineering education
today may be interpreted almost entirely in terms of his
report.

After the able administrations of Eaton and Greene, Rens-
selaer found others to further their ideals. In due time a
course in mining engineering was established and in 1862,
when the course in civil engineering was extended to cover
four instead of three years, a course in mechancal enzneer-
ing was added. Thus, by the end of the Civil War, the es-
sential features of every technical school had appeared at
the Institute.

The influence of the Institute has been keenly felt in the
state universities, the endowed schools of the East, and in
technical schools. Its influence has been carried by its
graduates, approximately one hundred of whom attained
professional positions.

In Michigan the departments of botany, zoology, geology,
mineralogy, chemistry, and medicine were established by
graduates of the Institute. In the universities of Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Arizona, Missouri, Texas, West Virginia, Iowa,
Louisiana, and Colorado the alumni have been professors
and deans, and often responsible for the details of organiza-
tion and administration.

In the schools of the East, such as Lafayette, Lehigh,
Swarthmore, Trinity, Columbia, Cornell, New York, Penn-
sylvania, and Princeton, the alumni have held the positions
of professors in engineering. Cornell is especially indebted
to Estevan Antonia Fuertes ('61) for its excellent labora-
tories.

On the technical schools the Institute has reacted even
more powerfully. As an example, the first courses offered
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology show that,
with a few exceptions, they were practically identical with
those required at Rensselaer in the same year. In fact, the
only striking difference is the larger place given by the
former institution to botany, zoology, geology, and miner-
alogy.

The influence of. the Institute, however, has not been
limited to professors and curricula. The alumni have taken
a lively interest in engineering as a profession. Richard P.
Rothwell (' 58) organized the American Institute of Mining
Engineers! And, in 1892, there were in the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers-the chief technical association of
the continent-four times as many graduates as from any
other institution and as many as from any five other schools
or colleges combined.

Not only has the influence of the Institute been felt in the
United States, but it has extended to Manitoba and New
Brunswick, in Canada; to Japan in the Imperial University
at Tokio; and to China in the Imperial University at Tien-
tsin. Most of its nearly two hundred graduates from Latin
America have returned to their homes to duplicate there the
foundations laid in Troy a century ago by Amos Eaton and
Stephen Van Rensselaer.

-Abstracted by W. T. Cobb.
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Why do all successful men
carry large policies of

Life Insurance?
They realize that Life Insurance-
(1) Capitalizes Present and Future Earn-

ings.
(2) Creates an immediate Cash Estate.
(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to

protect the Business.
(4) Provides a Guaranteed Monthly In-

come for wife or dependents.
(5) Enables the insured to Guarantee

h;mself' a' Monthly Income at age
60-65.

RALPH HOLTERHOFF
ASSOCIATES

Walter R. Hyman M. A. Boyle
Herbert G. Gere Griffith L. Resor

Louis E. Kuhler

GENERAL AGENT
State Mutual Life Assurance Company

of Massachusetts

816-17-18 SCHMIDT BUILDING
S. W. Cor. Fifth and Main Streets

Main 2947

BROWN & SHARPE

MACHINES

You Should Become
Familiar With Them

Milling Machines
Grinding Machines
Gear Cutting Machines
Screw Machines

Knowledge of our line of manufacture will
surely be of use to you in years to come-for
Brown & Sharpe Machines are used in a great
many industries. In the small repair shop or
in the largest high production manufacturing
plant, these machines are being used to do many
classes of work, The small shop likes their
versatility and ability to stand up under that
extraordinary job which oftenloads the machine
beyond its rated capacity. The big plant finds
they give production and a product uniformly
accurate. Brown & Sharpe Machines are
ruggedly constructed and will maintain their
accuracy for many years. Investigate their
many uses."NATIONAL ADVERTISING"

Cincinnati merchants who wo nd er
whether advertisements in The Co-op-
erative Engineer are read, might learn
something from the experience of a
hilltop confectioner. On opening his
mail one morning, he found a money
order, accompanied by a letter from. a
lady who gave as her address an Okla-
homa town. The writer of the letter
said:

"I noticed your advertisement in
The Co-operative Engineer, and
am asking you to deliver to my
son a three-pound box of chocolate
creams. Have the candy at his
rooming place by next Friday, as
that is his birthday. His address
is," etc.

This incident contains a suggestion
to Cincinnati advertisers and perhaps,
also, a hint to parents of co-operative
students.

Ask your Librarian
to show you the
Brown & Sharpe
books - Catalogue
studies-Nos. 29, 29x
and Z9xx. Our Cata-
logue No. 137 gives
details abou tour
entire line of manu-

facture.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. Co.
Providence, R. I., U. S. A.
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AMONG THE COLLEGES
CO-OPING AT GEORGIA TECH

The recent boom of the Co-operative Department
has indeed been remarkable. Since the organization
of the course at Tech in 1912, it has grown steadily.
But only recently has the rapidly increasing
strength of the department been so noticeable.

Only twelve fellows composed the first Co-Op
Class, which was formed twelve years ago. But
this year we find nearly three hundred taking this
course.

This year's Co-Op freshman class was restricted
by the school to one hundred and twenty picked
students, out of the five hundred applicants. Hav-
ing such a large number of applicants to select
from, means that this fall's freshman Co-Ops are all
extra good men. However, the necessary arrange-
ments are being made by the school to take in a
larger number in this department next year.

A new course is being added to the co-operative-
plan this year, that of Civil Engineering. Hereto-
fore only courses in general and textile have been
offered. Other courses will be added in time.

The Co-Op students have been found to be a very
active bunch of fellows. Although they are greatly
hampered by their stiff and irregular schedule, a
large number are taking active parts in the activi-
ties here at Tech. I t is probably quite timely to
mention that our 1924 football captain, George
Gardner, is a Senior Co-Op. Also, the president of
the Marionettes, Fraser Law, and the business man-
ager of the Blue Print are Co-Ops.

The Co-Ops are not only showing up well in acti-
vities, but in scholarship also. Three men of the
class of '24 made the Phi Kappa Phi. This is in-
deed worthy of mention, since the Co-Op schedule
has a much larger .number of equivalent hours than
the regular work.

If this theory-practice course continues to in-
crease in popularity, the co-operative department
will eventually become the largest engineering de-
partment at George Tech.-Georgia Technique.

C-ERAMICS BUILDING NEARLY
COMPLETED

Georgia Tech Building Equipped for Complete
Course in Ceramics

The new ceramics building, designed last spring
in the architectural department is almost completed
and ready for use. The course in ceramics, estab-
lished in 1924, is the most recent addition to the list
of courses now offered at Tech, and was instituted
as the result of repeated requests.

The building itself is constructed of brick, one
story and a half high, and contains six rooms. Pro-

vision has been made for the enlargement of the
building in case the present quarters should prove
to be inadequate. There is an office, a library, class
room, testing laboratory, clay machine room and
kiln room. Each room is equipped to suit its own
peculiar needs; some for theoretical work, others
for practical laboratory work.

Tech is the first school in the South to offer such
a course. It will take sev~ral years for the course
to become well esta blished and to arrive at the most
desirable course of study. Prof. Henry has charge
of the department, and it is under his supervision
that classes will beg .n work.--Georgia Technique.

THE ENGINEER IN BUSINESS
Many and varied are the opinions which we hear

expressed as to the opportunities open to engineers
who seek high executive positions, and as to their
qualifications to hold such positions. I t would
seem that the trained thinker who is used to carry-
ing his problem through to a successful conclusi~n
would be the man par excellence for executive work,
and it is certain that there is no group of men who
a~e more fully trained in this respect than the en-
gIneer.

Although in the past the engineer has failed to re-
ceive his due in this respect, a recent census in the
railroad field shows that of the 35 chief lines in the
United States, 11 are now headed by engineers.
These figures indicate that the engineer is rapidly
forging to the front. I t is certain that the pu blic
will accord to the engineer all the recognition and
honors which he is able to claim, and it is therefore
squarely up to every man engaged in the profession
to do his part to bring respect and pu blic trust of
the profession to the highest possible standard, and
in this way make advancement for himself and his
colleagues more rapid and certain.-California En-
gIneer.

NAVAL EQUIVALENT FOR R. O. T. C.
A summer cruise to foreign countries is one of the

possibilities for students at George Washington
University who elect the new Naval-Reserve Offi-
cers' Training course which the U. S. Navy Depart-
ment has assisted in establishing this year. The
course covers four years. During the first year,
three hours each will be required for the study of
naval subjects. Students electing the course will
be enrolled as midshipmen in the Naval Reserve,
and on completion of the course w ill be commis-
sioned as ensigns.
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MOMBNtJ'

O/'lNBRtIA
Why Wait 'Til Morn.ng ? Squads Write

Business Man-"Why d.d you leave your last place?" A society woman wrote to an army officer at Camp Dix:
Young Lady Applicant-"I was caught kissing my ern- "Mrs. John Sears De Ville requests the pleasure of Cap-

ployer, sir." tain Smith's company at a reception on December 4th."
Business Man-"U r-rum, you can start in the morning." The next day she received this note of acceptance:

"With the exception of fourteen men who, I regret to say,
Almost Too Hard' have a week each in the guard house, CaI?ta~n Smith's com-

"So your daughter's married, I hear. I expect you found pany accepts the pleasur,~ of Mrs. De VIlle s mvitation. for
it very hard to part with her." the fourth of December. -Ex.

"Hard! I should th.rik so. Between you and me, my
boy, I began to think it was impossible."-Alnsick Guardian.

Getting Even
"Hey, Bill, your doctor's out here with a flat tire. He

wants to know what it's going to cost him," announced the
garage owner's assistant.
"Diagnose the case as flatulency of the perimeter, and

charge him $5.00," came the answer.

Of Course
"Hey!" yelled the policeman, "you can't park there."
"Why can't I?" exclaimed the bewildered motorist. "The

sign says 'Fine for Parking.'"

Locating His Tuoble
A colored agent was summoned before. the Insurance

Commissioner. "Don't you know," said the Commissioner,
"that you can't sell life insurance without a state license?"
"Boss," said the dar key, "you suah said a moufful1. I

knowed I couldn't sell it, but ah didn't know the reason."-
N. C. R. Ne.ws.

Another Parlor Drammer
The lights were dim, the curtains down and two on the

settee.
He-"Does your mother object to kissing?"
She-"Do you want to ring the whole family in on this

party?" - Ex.

Tough Luck
The young man arrived at the. party and made his way

to the hostess, greeting her and apologizing for his lateness.
"Awfully glad to see you, Mr. Bones," said the hostess.

"So good of you to come. But where is your brother?"
"He was unable to come. You see, we are so busy just

now that it was impossible for both of us to get away, and
so we tossed up to see which of us 'should come."
"How nice! and you won?"
"N 0," replied the young man absently, "I lost."

Then the Storm Broke
Hostess-"I t looks hke a sturm; you had better stay with

us for dinner."
Jackson-"Oh, thanks, but I don't think it's bad enough

for that."-Va. Reel.

Student Officer-You don't have to salute me.
Frosh Private-I know, but you'll do to practice on.

Both Names, Please
Stranger-Do you know a man working here with one

leg named Smith?
Clerk-What's the other leg named?-Kablegram.

Have It Your Own Way
Gym teacher (to girls)-"Lot's of girls use dumb-bells to

get color in their cheeks."
Bright girl-"And lot's girls use color on their cheeks to

get dumb-bells."
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Resistless
Force-

Controlled !
THE CHEMICAL ENGINEER has created, in

explosives, a power that can blast a mountain
or crack a boulder-dig an isthmian canal or drain
a swamp.

Today, explosives power is employed both in the heaviest and
in the most delicate operations. The scientific control of this
resistless energy has enabled explosives engineers to utilize it in
ways undreamed of a generation ago.

Recently at the Frazier Quarries of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad in West Virginia, 60,000 pounds of du Pont dynamite
Were exploded at one time to bring down five hundred million
pounds of stone for ballast. Literally a' whole hillside was
blasted out.

But in a power house in Baltimore, du Pont explosives were
used to perform a different and delicate operation. This work
invol ved blasting out five concrete bases in the basement of the
building without damage to a switchboard that governed the
distribution of power over a large section of the city. While
blasting was in progress a glass of water and some wire nails
placed on their heads in an upright position near the blasts were
not disturbed by the explosions.

So, in dynamite, we have a servant that will do our bidding in little things as well
as big-a power that can be made to perform our work easier, better and cheaper in
all industries.

The du Pont Company has been making explosives since 1802... With the devel-
opment in explosives manufacture have come many improvements to expand the use
of the product. And it has been the privilege of du Pont, through exhaustive: re-
search and experiment, to lead the way.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Explosives Department, Wiltnington, Delaware

Insurance Doctor (filling in application)-"Were you
ever in the hospital?"

Dumb Bird-"Yes, once."
Doctor-"What for?"
Dumb Bird-"Ta see my uncle."

He-Dearest, will you marry me?"
She-eel ohn, I can't marry you, but I shall always respect

your good taste."

Soap Box Orator-"Ah, gentlemen, if we all 'ad our
rights, I should be ridin' in me own carriage as I 'ave done
before."

Skeptic~"Yus, but your poor old mother couldn't push
you nowl

Phyllis-"I had such a lovely nut sundae."
Frances-"l have one calling tonight .."

"NO SOAP"
A young foreign born was being

tried in court, and the questioning of
the lawyer of the opposite side began:

"N ow, Lasky, what do you do?"
"Ven?" asked Lasky.
"When you work, of course," said

the lawyer.
"I work."
"I know," said the lawyer. "What

at?"
"At a bench."
"Ah," groaned the lawyer, "where

do you work at a bench?"
"A t a factory."
"Wha t kind of a factory?"
"Brick."
"You make bricks?"
"N o. de factory is made of bricks."
"N ow , Lasky, wha t do you make in

the factory?"
"Four dollars a day."
"N 0, no, what does the factory

make ?" ,
"A lot of money, I tink."
"N ow, listen, what kind of goods

does the factory produce?"
"Ah," said Lasky, "good goods."
"I know, but what kind of goods?"
"The best."
"The best of what?"
"The best there is."
"Of what?"
"Of dos goods."
"Your honor," sighed the lawyer, "I

give up."-Exchange.

Jerry- Wha t makes that red spot
on your nose?

Harry-Glasses.
Jerry-Glasses of what?~ Widow.

Bo-Ah just heard dat dey done
found Napoleon's bones.

Rah-Faw de lan's sake! Ah did
not know he wuz a gamblin' man.-
Punch Bowl.

Expensive Identification
Clerk-"We can't pay you the twenty-five dollars on this

money order until you are identified."
Man-"That's tough. There's only one man in town

who can identify me, and I owe him twenty."-Ex.

Golfer-"Doctor, you remember you recommended golf
to take my mind off my work?"

Doctor-"Yes."
Colfer-c-t'Well, can you prescribe something now to get

it back again."

Diner-How is the hash, waiter?
Waiter (nonchalantly)-Like everything else, sir.-Ex.

Gas is a sort of vapor. We can neither see it nor feel it,
but, oh man, how _we can step on it!
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THE STURGEON POOL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE UNITED HUDSON ELECTRIC CORPORATION
THE FOUNDATION COMPANY, GENERAL CONTRACTOR

THIS development of the United Hudson Electric Corporation, near Kingston,N.Y.,utilizes
water power fromWallkill Creek. The dam is about 700 feet long and 110 feet high. ·The
power house is about 50 feet by 100 feet, and the present installation will consist of three
vertical wheels, each with a 6000 H. P. generator. Construction involved the operation
of a quarry, crushing plant, and a railway from the quarry. Materials, other than stone,
had to be trucked in, but in spite of this handicap and a severe winter, construction
was carried on by The Foundation Company, as general contractor, without interruption.

'I':E economy of "white coal" is now so fully r~alized that
hydro ...electric developments are being built wherever there is a
demand for cheap electric energy. With modern equipment and an
efficient organization, The Foundation Company is building hydro
and steam power projects in many parts of the world.

THE FOUNDATION COMPANY
CITY OF NEW YORK

Office Buildings ., Industrial Plants ., Warehouses ., Railroads and 'Terminals ., Foundations
Underpinning ., Filtration and Sewage Plants ~ Hydro-Electric Developments ~ Power Houses
Highways" River and Harbor Developments., Bridges and Bridge Piers" Mine Shafts and 'Tunnels

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LIMA. PERU LONDON. ENGLAND
PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES CARTAGENA. COLOMBIA PARIS. FRANCE
ATLANTA MONTREAL MEXICO CITY LOUVAIN. BELGIUM

BUILDERS OF SUPERSTRUCTURES AS WELL AS SUBSTRUCTURES
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Co-ops Greetings!
Please be reminded that we are the old

established and only l\1akers of National
Fraternity and Sorority Coat-of-Arms
Jewelry arid Official Badges in Cincinnati.

We never allow our suggestions for
Fraternity Rings of special design, Bar
Pins, Cuff Links, Waldemar Ch-arms, etc.,
to become passe.

,When you come to us you get always
modern artistic ideas in pace with th e
times.

You will always be more than welcome
at our shop where we will be very glad to
show you not -only fine things made up
but will design for you any special things
you may have in mind.

The· Miller Jewelry Co...
Maker's who -retail

Greenwood Bldg., 6th at Vine

Cincinnati, O.

Service, a la Carte
CAFETERIA SERVICE

II A.M. to 2 P.M.-5 P.M. to 8 P.M.

We Cater to Ladies
and Gentlemen

and Strive to
Please the

Palate

vVe
Serve
a Variety of
Tasty, "Homey"
Pure Foods.

YOU'LL LIKE 'EM

211 W. McMillan St.
"Why won't you buy something at my table?" demanded

the. girl.
"Because I only buy from the homely girls," said the man.

"They have a harder time making sales, you know."
The girl was not offended; and he worked this right down

the Iin e.

"Ah win."
"What yuh got?"
"Three aces."
"Naw yuh don't. Ah wins."
"What yuh got?"
"Two nines an' 'a razor."
"You shah do -. How, come yuh so lucky?"

Speaking of Menus
Diner-"But this menu is in French."
Waiter-"Quite so, sir; but the prices are in English, and

tha t' s all most of our customer read." - Ex.

Mistre.ss to new maid-"l forgot to tell you, Mary, that
we have breakfast at eight o'clock sharp."

Maid-"That's all right, mum; ;if I ain't down on time,
don't wait for me."

Mathematical Instruments - Drawing Materials
Special Prices to U. O. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office

Kelly-"If yez force me to pay that note now, I can't
pay it."

O'Brien-"But if I wait till yez pay it, I'll niver git it 1"-
New Haven Register.

Black-"What do you do for a living?"
White-"I'm a salt salesman."
Black-"A salt seller?"
White-"Yes."
B lack-" Shake."

Phone West 2060-2061 Prompt Auto Delivery

Louis Reinert
Fancy and Staple Groceries

All Kinds of Meats McMillan St. and 'Clifton Ave.

"Did you shoot anything?"
"Yes."· .
"What do you mean, then, by coming home with an empty

bag?"
..I' couldn't put the guide in it, could I?" -Szezutek

(Lemberg),

The
P RO V IDE' N.T
Savings Bank & Trust COe

Seventh and Vine

On your deposits
makes a savings
account a profit-
able, growing in-
v est men t, We
will glady serve
you at our

UNITY
North Cirrt i, Branch

Vine & Calhoun
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The Great Engineering,
Achievement of 1899

What
Engineering

Owes to
Initiative

pRIOR to 1899 the
works of the Wes-

tinghouse Airbrake
Company was operated
by reciprocating en-
gines distributed in
various parts of the
plant. While this
source of power was
inefficient in many re-
spects, it was the best
known .commercial motive force of the day.

By 1899, however, remarkable developments had
been made in the design and construction of steam
turbines and electric generating equipment. Called
to .the attention of the Airbrake officials, it was
decided to give the new machines a chance, and three
Westinghouse Steam Turbines were installed without
delay. This was the first large installation of its
kind, anywhere .

Daddy of All Large
Commercial Turbines
Began Op,eration at

Wilmerding
It required initiative to take this step-

someone had to be first. And, as in all impor-
tant pioneeringachievements, there was much
skepticism as to results. However, the new
units quickly proved their practicability. Al-

though of only 400 K. W. capacity they proved much
more efficient and economical than the old recipro-

I

eating engines. Their economy was particularly
conspicuous because by careful test they showed a
fuel saving of approximately 36 per cent.

Steam turbine development thus received its first
real impetus in 1899, the Wilmerding, Pa., perform-
ance definitely establishing this electrical unit as a

'better method of turning the wheels of industry.

.estinehonse
ACHIEVEMENT S OPPORTUNITY'
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What Makes 'Defense "Air",Tight" 1
A tearn with fast, hard-tackling

ends and a weak line can no rnore
stop a stnaight; attack, than heavy
guards and tackles can break up
open plays, when the. ends .are
weak. An "air-tight" defense rrnrst
stop plays both through the line
and from the ends; it must with-
stand attack frorn every quarter,
just as a good bearing rrnrst with-
stand all loads.

'The bearings in the wheels of a
rnotor car, for instance, have a
vertical load upon them, repre-
sented by the weight of the car.
This is termed "radial load". It
corresponds in effect to a straight
charge bybacks upon a football line.

When the car sways, however, or
when its course is sharply changed,

a part of the weight of the car is
thrown sidewise against the bear-
ings in the wheels. This load is
called "'end thrust". It corresponds
in effect to a diagonal attack upon
a foot.bal.l Iirie.

In actual operation, a wheel bear-
ing must meet continuously both
"radial load" and "end thrust"-
rrrust as it were, withstand attack
through center, off tackle, or from
the ends. Because of its tapered
principle, a Titnken Tapered Roller
Bearing withstands, in one bear-
ing, all these loads. It is upon this
principle' that the unquestioned
leadership of T'irrikeri Bearings is
founded-a leadership extending
beyond the au tom.oti ve field
throughout industry generally.

The "Titnken Roller Bearing Company
CANTON, OHIO

TIM:&EN
rll,p\9ped

ROLLER .BEAR.INGS
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Have Your Lunch With Us ( I- :-" ~ ,.

University Lunch ROODl
~ I. I :' ~ \.

- , EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor
243 West McMillan '

Experiment No." 13 _
Put 50ec of H2S04 in a beaker, heat over a bunsen burner,

and add KOl03, if you dare.

"N ow, if anythingshould go wrong with this experiment,"
said a teacher of chemistry, "we would all be blown sky
high. "Come a little closer now, boys, so you may follow
me."

The Bold Otle-"Breslin, why don't you grow hair on ~
your head?"
The Bald One-"Well, why doesn't grass grow on a busy

street?"
The Bold One-"Oh, I see, it can't get up through the

concrete." -

"As' a' matter of fact," said the opposing. counsel, "you '
were so confused that you cannot say whether' it was 'a
motor car- or something resembling' a motor car that hit
you."
"I can say, at any rate,". responded the battered victim,

"that I was forcibly struck by the resemblance."-Boston
Tr anscr ipt.

!' '

Stops at All Stations
"I have been on this train seven years," said the conductor

proudly of a slow moving train.
"Is that so?" said the passenger. "Where did you get

on?"

;When Two Dumb-bells Meet
Lady-"Why didn't you :sertd your assistant to mend my

electric bell?" ,
Man-"I did send him, madam, and he said he rang about

a dozen times and as he didn't get any answer, he carne fa
the conclusion that you must be out."-Ex.

n~ r, .., If)
ACme t.ngravIng lO.

P~ONE 1280peraPldce DESIGNING
MAIN RETOUCHING
7046 CINCINNATI P~OTOGRAP~IN'G

~ALr:-TON 1;:5
ZINC ~TG.fING
PROCtSS PlAT~S

< Why jone's Bought the Car
Because the salesman:
Laughed at Mr. Jones' 'jokes.
'Told Mrs. Jones she couldn't have a daughterfhat old.
'To ld Susie Jones she looked like Mary Pickford.
Told Willie Jones he had a build like Dempsey.
Said the Jones baby took after both parents.
And only smiled vvhen the Jones pup nipped him.-Amer-

lean Legion We.ekly.
:.:. -.,'" --

Teacher (in geography class)-"CaFl anyone tel'l me
..where Pittsburgh is?"

Small Voice (in rear )-"Please, ma'am, they're playing
in Chicago."

Kieneman
" .

P· .'.·rlntlng ., .
Company ·

_Main 7691

124 Government Place

I.:. Printers of _--.. ~_.'~.__.<. ~;.
this Magitiine •.• . ---

.....---- --_. -- ----- --------~--'_.__.~ ...~~---._---* -----.......-~
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING CODES.Phone, Avon 8116

The J. H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Milk and Cream

And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

First Guest-"I'm sure I don't know why they call this
hotel 'The Palms,' do you? I've never seen a palm any-
where near the place."

Second Guest-'Y ou'll see them before you go. It's a
pleasant little surprise the waiters keep for the guests on
the last day of their stay."-Ex.

Ladies-Gentlemen Sandwiches of All Kinds

VARSITY LUNCH -ROOM
CLIFTON AND CALHOUN, Opp. Hughes

Brt:;akfast-Dinner-Supper Chas. Kern, Prop.
Across From University Campus

Mother-"If you w-anted to go fishing, why didn't you
come and aek me first?"

]ohnny-"Because I wanted to go .fishing."-New Haven
Register.

YOUR BARBER

CHRIST BALLAUER
22 8 West McMillan Street

~an-"Is New York the next stop?"
Porter-"Yes, sah; brush you off, sah?"
Man-"No, thanks; I'll get off myself."-Ex.

Geology Professor-"Why, a geologist thinks nothing at
all of a thousand years."

Student-"Gosh! I just loaned a geologist five dollars
last week."

EVERY engineer should know ApOLLO Best Bloom and
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, Americrn Bessemer

and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel
Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized

SHE S
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur-

----- ----- - poses-Black Sheets, Galvanized Sheets,

, ~fdTI~l:pt:~~~:s~t(jJ~~~:~dR~~~~~ 8~\~
vert and Flume Stock, Special Sheets
for stamping, Stove and Range Sheets,
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets,
Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plates,
Black Plate, Etc. Sold by leading metal
merchants. KEYSTONE quality is of par-
ticular interest to vou. Send for booklet

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

He (over the phone)-"What time are you expe.cting
me?" 0

She (icily)-"I'm not expecting you at all."
He-"Then I'll surprise you."

.... \

Mrs. Probe-"What is your husband's average income?"
Mrs. Neighbor-"About midnight.t'-i-Book of Smiles.

In order to. protect workers from accidents and eye
sight damage, no less than five states, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Oregon have now in
force iighting codes for industrial establishments. Other
states are now considering the adoption of an industrial
lighting code, and it seems only a question of time when
all the states will adopt such a code.

Proper lighting of work places is not only of great
importance to the operators working therein, directly
affecting their safety and eyesight, but it is a factor of
equal importance to the employer, as quality and quantity
of output are deciding factors of profit or loss in the
operation of the plant.

The introduction to the Wisconsin code reads as fol-
lows: "Insufficient and improperly applied illumination is
a prolific cause of industrial accidents. In the past few
years numerous investigators, studying the cause of· ac-
cidents, have found that the accident rate in plants with
poor lighting is higher than similar plants which are well
illuminated. Factories which have installed approved light-
ing have experienced reductions in their accidents which
are very gratifying.

"Of even greater importance, poor lighting impairs
vision .. Because diminution of eyesight from this cause
is gradual, it may take the individual years to become
aware of it.

"This makes it all the more important to guard against
the insidious effects of dim illumination, of glaring light
sources shining in the eyes, of flickering light, of sharp
shadows, of glare reflected from polished parts of work.
To conserve the eyesight of the working class is a distinct
eeonomic gain to the state, but regardless of that, humani-
tarian considerations demand it.

"Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the pro-
duction of the industries of the state, and to that extent,
the wealth of its people. Factory managers who have
installed improved illumination, are unanimous in the con-
viction that better lighting increases production and de-
creases spoilage."

The Wisconsin Commission has adopted a rule to the
effect that, "diffusive or refractive window glass shall be
used for the purpose of improving day light conditions
or for the avoidance of eye strain, wherever the location
of the work is such that the worker must face large
window areas, through which excessively bright light may
at times enter the building."

A glass is now available which meets the above re-
quirements. It properly diffuses the light and prevents
sun glare passing into the building and is known as
Factrolite.

Engineers of to-day are making a thorough study of
illumination, so that they may be able to plan and lay
out industrial plants, to scientifically increase their
efficiency to as near the maximum as possible. This ac-
complished the engineer is not only doing something worth
while for his employer, but is doing quite as much for
himself by coming into prominence with modern ,ideas.

If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report-"Factrolited." .

MIS SIS SIP P I W IRE G LAS S CO.,

220 Fifth Avenue,

St. Louis. New York. Chicago.




